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ABSTRACT 

One cause of long-term dimensional changes in glassy polymers is the gradual 

evolution of the glassy structure and viscoelastic properties through aging processes 

in the glassy state. Many applications of polymers involve changes in relative hu

midity (RH), under which the materials exhibit aging processes that may differ from 

those in constant RH conditions. In this work, results from a study of a glassy epoxy 

subjected to isothermal RH-jumps are reported. Similar to the temperature jump 

experiments of Kovacs, the volume recovery responses in different histories, intrinsic 

isopiestic (constant RH), memory effect and the asymmetry of approach, are ob

tained. In addition, the effects of structural recovery on sorption and desorption of 

water and the physical aging responses of this epoxy resin are also measured. The 

experimental results qualitatively support the hypothesis that water has an effect 

similar to temperature on structure (volume, enthalpy) of the glass-forming mate

rial. However, quantitatively, at the same RH-temperature states, the glasses formed 

by RH jumps show anomalous differences from those formed by temperature jumps. 

The conventional TNM-KAHR model is modified to fit the experimental results of 

isothermal RH jump experiments. Furthermore, application of the potential energy 

landscape theory to describe the glasses formed by relative humidity jumps, and espe

cially to the observed differences between temperature glass and concentration glass, 

is discussed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Epoxy is an important component to a class of polymeric materials, such as ad-

hesives and matrices for high performance, light weight, fibrous composites that are 

indispensable to a modern society. The wide application of epoxy-based materials 

is stimulated by the need to conserve energy in the transportation and aerospace 

industry. For example, 60% of the external surface area, or 19% of the total weight, 

of the Navy's F/A-18 E/F aircraft consists of an epoxy-based composite [1]. Epoxies 

are also widely used in the electronics industry as the encapsulant for microelectronic 

circuits and matrix for printed circuit boards. 

Most applications of epoxy materials are below their glass transition temperatures, 

or in the glassy state, and require long-term dimensional stability and durability. 

One major cause of dimensional change for glassy materials is structural recovery. 

Besides dimensional change, structural recovery also leads to changes in viscoelastic 

properties. 

Structural recovery occurs simply because the glassy state is a nonequilibrium 

state. Therefore, in the glassy state the material will continuously evolve to reach 

equilibrium. The path of structural recovery is a strong function of environmental 

factors, such as temperature and relative humidity. Varying temperatures and rela

tive humidities can cause distinguishably different structural recovery behavior. The 

classic studies on structural recovery after temperature jumps were pioneered by Tool 

[2, 3, 4] and elaborated by Kovacs [5] in his volume relaxation measurements for PVAc 

(poly(vinyleacetate)) . His experiments included intrinsic isopiestics, asymmetry of 

approach and memory experiment. McKenna [6] later summarized three essential 

ingredients for modelling the behaviors of structural recovery: (a) Boltzmann super

position in reduced time scale; (b) distribution of relaxation times (non-exponential), 

(c) instantaneous structural dependence of the relaxation time (non-linearity). 

As mentioned above, besides temperature variation, most applications of the 



epoxy-based components have the potential of being exposed to varying moisture 

or relative humidity conditions. The variation of relative humidity can cause prob

lems because most epoxies absorb between 1 and 7% wt moisture [1]. Sorption and 

desorption of moisture can lead to dimensional change. It has long been recognized 

that the sorption and desorption of water or other small molecules by polymeric ma

terials may involve time-dependent structural recovery processes. However, a direct 

measurement of this structural recovery in a well-controlled relative humidity chamber 

has not been previously performed. Additionally, the effect of structural recovery on 

property evolution after relative humidity jumps has not been thoroughly studied [7]. 

Even though, it is generally believed that this impact of moisture, also categorized as 

a plasticizer effect, is equivalent to the effect of temperature change of the magnitude 

of the depression of the glass transition temperature by the small molecules. This 

postulation has not been tested experimentally by comparing the property evolution 

after a temperature jump with that after a relative humidity jump to the same final 

condition. 

The evolution of viscoelastic properties as a function of structural recovery, termed 

physical aging, was first systematically and successfully carried out by Struik [8] in his 

creep measurements on various polymers subjected to sequential loading-unloading 

stress histories. He also established the time-aging time superposition principle. Prior 

to the present work, most physical aging experiments were performed in temperature 

jump conditions. Physical aging experiments in relative humidity jump conditions 

had not been carried out. Also, a comparison of structural recovery and physical 

aging between temperature jump conditions and relative humidity jump conditions 

has not been previously performed. 

Although efforts to develop a theory of the glass transition and structural recovery 

date back to the early 30s of the last century, no successful theory has been estab

lished which can account for all the behaviors of glassy materials. Some phenomeno-

logical models for example TNM-KAHR (Tool [2, 3, 4]-Narayanaswamy [9]-Moynihan 

[10, ll]-Kovas-Aklonis-Hutchinson-Ramos [12]) model are known to provide a good 



representation of the structural recovery behaviors of glassy materials. However, ap

plications of the model have been limited to the temperature jump and pressure jump 

conditions. In the present thesis, the TNM-KAHR model is extended to relative hu

midity jump conditions. It is shown later that this model can quaUtatively describe 

the experimental data; however, quantitatively it fails. Therefore, it leaves room for 

a new model, which can quantitatively describe the data from the relative humidity 

jump experiments. This thesis describes an effort to tackle some of these unsolved 

problems. 

1.1 Glass transition and structural recovery 

The industry of glass manufacturing has existed for centuries. No matter where 

the glass is produced, the processes always involves cooling liquid glass-formers into a 

solid-like glass. This change from liquid melt to glassy solid during cooling is known 

as the glass transition. Other phenomena relevant to the glass transition include the 

hardening of rubber tires in a cold winter, or amorphous metals produced by fast 

cooling without crystallization. Even though the glass transition is a very common 

phenomenon, the understanding of glass transition is still incomplete. In 1995, glass 

transition was ranked as one of the six major physical quests for today's material 

research [13] in Science magazine. A schematic description of the glass transition for 

amorphous polymers is shown in Figure 1.1. In the figure, a glass forming system 

initially at equilibrium or in the supercooled state is cooled down to a lower temper

ature, the molecular mobility of the system rapidly decreases, such that at a certain 

temperature the responses of the system in terms of volume or enthalpy cannot keep 

up with the rate of temperature change. Hence, the material falls into the glassy state. 

The temperature where this takes place is the glass transition temperature, which is 

cooling rate dependent. The glassy state is a nonequilibrium state. At temperatures 

below the glass transition temperature, i.e., in the glassy state, the volume or en

thalpy of the material will continuously evolve to reach equilibrium. This evolution 

is structural recovery. Accompanying the structural recovery, the physical properties 



of the material, such as modulus, compUance, dielectric strength, and birefringence 

also change, and this is known as physical aging. The rate of structural recovery and 

physical aging are greater at temperatures near glass transition temperature than far 

below it. If the system is deep into the glass state (far below glass transition tem

perature), almost no change take place in the system, and one generaUy treats such 

a system as a quasi-equiUbrium system. 

Since the glass transition temperature Tg is cooling rate dependent, this makes 

the transition a kinetic phenomenon. However, as the material traverses the glass 

transition, its modulus can increase up to 5 to 10 orders of magnitude and viscosity 

can increase up to fifteen orders of magnitude [13]. This, however, make the glass 

transition similar to a phase transition. Additionally, plotting the expansion coeffi

cient (a) or heat capacity (Cp) versus temperature as shown in Figure 1.2, the glass 

transition has the appearance of a second-order transition. 

Is the glass transition a true thermodynamic transition (secondorder tran

sition) or is it a kinetic phenomenon which saves the thermodynamic catas

trophe [6]? 

is the question asked by every researcher who attempts to understand glassy ma

terials. In spite of the large body of literature on this issue, there is still no clear 

answer to the above question. Several review articles and books provide a compre

hensive overview on the phenomenology of glass transition and possible explanations. 

They wiU be introduced in the following. 

A review paper by Angell, Ngai, McKenna, McMillan and Martin [14] presents a 

thorough summary of current research in the dynamics of glass forming liquids. The 

paper divides glass forming systems into three categories, high temperature range 

where there is no history dependent behavior, intermediate range where there is 

history dependence and structural recovery, and low temperature range where there is 

history dependence but no obvious structural recovery. The paper also includes recent 

research on the crossover region between low frequency vibrational component and 



high frequency relaxation component of molecular motions. In each category, a series 

of questions is raised which has to be answered in order to completely understand the 

glass transition. However, among those questions, only a few so far have conclusive 

answers. 

Another review paper, "Glass formation and glassy materials" by G.B. McKenna 

[6], provides an overview of classic experiments and theories on glassy materials. The 

paper is divided into two sections and focuses on thermodynamics and kinetics aspects 

of glass transition respectively. This division also represents two different streams of 

thoughts on the underlying causes of glass transition. In the first section, the author 

gives a deep discussion of the Kauzmann paradox, a possible ideal second order glass 

transition and the Gibbs-DiMarzio theory. This section also includes the pressure 

dependence of glass transition temperature and relevant free volume models. In the 

second section, the author concentrates on the phenomena relevant to the structural 

recovery and multi-parameter approaches for modeUing. Overall, this review article 

covers most of the important literature relevant to the glass transition and structural 

recovery from the early 1930s to the end of the 1980s. 

A third paper authored by Hodge [15] and titled "Enthalpy relaxation and recovery 

in amorphous materials" presents information on the enthalpy relaxation of glassy 

materials. Similar to the review paper by McKenna, Hodge's review also covers 

important experiments, models and literature concerning the thermal analysis and 

the glass transition and enthalpy relaxation. 

A book titled "The glass transition relaxation dynamics in liquids and disordered 

materials" by E. Donth [13] presents a phenomenological description of the molecular 

slowdown through the glass transition in distinct aspects, and theoretical approaches 

to interpreting these phenomenon. This book provides details on the phenomena such 

as Fisher cluster and speckle phenomena, which are currently little understood. 

Another book "Relaxation in glass and composites" by G.W. Scherer [16] is an 

easy-to-read textbook. This book emphasizes the impact of structural relax:ation on 

the internal stresses in polymer composites and can be used for guidance when con-



sidering the glass transition and structural recovery effects in practical applications. 

Each of the aforementioned review articles and books gives comprehensive knowl

edge on the glass transition, each of them also has their own emphases. They can be 

used complementarily to obtain a complete picture of current research trends in glass 

forming materials. 

As introduced before, structural recovery after the glass transition is the primary 

causes of the dimensional changes in glassy materials. The study of structural re

covery was pioneered by Tool [2, 3, 4] and later elaborated by Kovacs [5] in his 

classic temperature jump experiments on PVAc (poly(vinyl acetate)) through a set of 

dilatometric measurements that established the main features of structural recovery: 

(a)intrinsic isotherms, (b) asymmetry of approach, and (c) memory effect. 

The experimental protocol to obtain a family of intrinsic isotherms is illustrated 

in Figure 1.3a and typical results are shown in Figure 1.3b. Because the glassy state 

is a nonequilibrium state, the material evolves continuously to reach equilibrium. 

Kovacs referred to the volume or structural recovery responses after temperature 

down-jumps from a single starting temperature To to a series of test temperatures as 

intrinsic isotherms. He defined the departure from equilibrium 6(t) as 

m - ^ ^ ^ ^ (1.1) 

where Vcxj is the equilibrium specific volume at the temperature of interest and V(t) 

is the volume at time t. As shown in Figure 1.3b, the isotherms take a longer time 

to attain equilibrium as temperature decreases. 

The protocol for the asymmetry of approach experiment is illustrated in Figure 

1.4a and the results are shown in Figure 1.4b. In this experiment, the up- and 

down-jumps to the final temperature are of equal magnitude and, were the material 

response linear, the volume recovery curves would be mirror images. Kovacs showed 

the responses to be highly asymmetrical and the nonlinear kinetics is interpreted in 

terms of the material mobility depending on the instantaneous state of the glass. 

The protocol for the memory experiment is illustrated in Figure 1.5a and typical 
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results are shown Figure 1.5b. Here the sample is subjected to a temperature down-

jump and is allowed to partially recover towards equilibrium. The recovery proceeds 

to a point such that upon increasing temperature to the final testing temperature, 

the sample has approximately its equilibrium volume. In this case, the material 

"remembers" the prior history and the volume increases through a maximum before 

asymptotically approaching equilibrium. The memory effect is used to support the 

physical picture that there exists a distribution of relaxation times or other non-

exponential kinetics in the structural recovery response. 

Additionally, in his early work, Kovacs analyzed the volume data from tempera

ture down jump and temperature up-jump by defining a parameter Te//: 

T —I ,d5. , , 

In Figure 1.6, plots of Tg// as a function of 6 are depicted for the expansion and 

contraction isotherms reported by Kovacs for PVAc. Isotherms of different thermal 

history are compared at the same final temperature. Three sets of comparisons with 

final temperatures 40°C, 35°C and 25°C are plotted in Figure 1.6. To the right, 

the volumetric contraction responses of the sample show a merging of Tg// at the 

equilibrium state (S = 0). However, to the left, the expansion responses of the 

sample don't merge at all. This result surprised many people, because at equilibrium 

the prior history of the sample should no effects on natural response, and hence Tg// 

should be the same regardless of prior history. So far there is still no agreed upon 

model which can capture this phenomenon. In addition, McKenna [17] and Struik [18] 

individually re-analyzed the original structural recovery data of Kovacs, and resulted 

in controversial conclusion. Based on the McKenna's analysis the Tg// paradox does 

exist, even though the data have large scatter when close to the equilibrium. However, 

according to Struik, the scatter in Kovacs' data made the existence of the Tg// paradox 

uncertain. 

Accompanying the structural recovery, the mechanical, dielectric and optical prop

erties of a glassy polymer also change. Struik intensively studied the structural depen-



dence of property evolution and labelled it as physical aging. The picture of physical 

aging formulated by Struik is based on the postulate that during structural recovery, 

changes in glassy structure lead to changes in the viscoelastic spectrum governing 

the material response by shifting the spectrum along the logarithmic time axis by an 

amount log(a(ie)),where (a(te)) is aging time shift factor) without changing its shape. 

Similar to thermorheological simplicity [19], the material's responses at different ex

tents of structural recovery (or different aging times) can be superimposed by shifting 

the responses along the time axis. The measurement of physical aging is carried out 

in the glassy state, where ongoing volume changes can affect the measurements of 

the viscoelastic properties. In order to avoid this problem, according to Struik, the 

time of stress exerted on the sample should be less than 10% of the total aging time. 

Under such a condition, a sequential snapshot measurement protocol is used to probe 

the physical aging effect. 

Figure 1.7 shows the creep responses measured by Struik for poly(vinylchloride) 

as a function of aging time. The master curve is obtained by shifting those curves 

along the time axis. The ratio fi between logarithm of the shift factor (loga(ie)) and 

logarithm of the aging time (log te) is approximately unity for many systems in the 

linear viscoelastic range: 
A l o g ( a ( g ) ^ ^ (1.3) 

^ Alog(ie) ^ ' 

Understanding of structural recovery and physical aging forms the fundamentals 

for studying the dimensional stability of glassy polymers. Until the present work, 

most of the efforts have focused on temperature effects. However, it is well known 

that moisture or other plasticizers may greatly alter the structural and viscoelastic 

properties of polymeric materials. These effects are generally related to the depression 

of Tg, and termed plasticizer effect or plasticization. 

Most polymers absorb moisture. The sorption of moisture is especially important 

for the epoxy-based materials (1-7%), which are widely used in the aerospace and 

electronic industries. Impact of water on mechanical properties of epoxy materials 

have been studied for the past several decades. Nonetheless, most of the studies 
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have focused on the property change during moisture sorption. The properties after 

desorption and resorption of moisture have not been thoroughly investigated. In the 

foUowing sections, the prior Uterature on the sorption and desorption of water and 

other small molecules by polymeric materials and their impact on the viscoelastic and 

structural properties are summarized 

1.2 Depression of the glass transition temperature 

It has been well-established that change of plasticizer concentration such as wa

ter in glassy polymers will change the glass transition temperature. Several studies 

have described depression of the glass transition temperature as water concentration 

increases in epoxy and other polymer systems [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Delasi 

et al. [21], DeNeve et al. [22], and Moy et al. [20], reported Tg depression as 

a function of mass uptake of water for several epoxy systems. Their experiments 

were performed at constant temperatures with varying humidity conditions. Morgan 

el al. [27] reported that for an epoxy system TGDDM-DDS (tetraglycidyldiamino 

diphenylmethane-diamniodiphenylsulfone),rg is lowered by 40°C with 4% moisture 

absorption. Zhou et al.[28] observed not only the decrease of Tg but also an increase 

of Tg for the TGDDM-DDS system when the system was exposed to water in a long 

term and at high temperatures. 

The depression of Tg can be estimated from either free volume or entropy theories. 

One equation which is most frequently used in the estimation of the magnitude of the 

Tg depression is the Fox equation [29], 

I _ Up LOd 

J-g ^gp -tgi 
(1.4) 

where Tgp is the glass transition temperature of pure polymer Tgd is the glass transition 

temperature of plasticizer (diluent) and Ui is the volume fraction for polymer or 

plasticizer. A more elegant form for the estimation of Tg of a binary system can be 

developed based on the additivity of free volumes of polymer and plasticizer [30], 

^ ^ ujpAopTgp ^ ugAadTgd 

^ LOpAap + uJdAad UpAap + uJdAad 



where Op is the thermal expansion coefficient for polymer and o^ is the thermal 

expansion coefficient for plasticizer. 

In a similar manner, the Tg of a binary system can also be developed based on 

the entropy change of the mixture of polymer and plasticizer [31, 32], 

T = XpACppTgp XdACpdTgd , . 
XpACpp + XdACpd XpACpp + XdACpd ' 9 

where A', is the molar fraction of polymer or plasticizer. ACpi is the heat capacity 

differences between liquid and glass state of polymer or plasticizer. 

The developments of the above equations were based on the assumption the vol

ume of the mixture of polymer and plasticizer mixture is equivalent to the sum of the 

volume of the pure polymer and that of the pure plasticizer; also, the entropy of the 

mixture is calculated following the rule of ideal gas and additivity of entropy by ne

glecting the polymer and plasticizer interactions. Those assumptions are not as good 

as the Flory-Huggins theory [33]; especially for a system where polarity is important, 

such as in the epoxy-amine systems, the models (Equations 1.4-1.6) generally fail to 

predict Tg as a function of plasticizer content. 

1.3 Effects of small molecules on the viscoelastic properties 

Some works also have been performed to investigate the impact of small molecules 

on the viscoelastic properties of polymers, even though few of those studies focused 

on the kinetics of the property evolution. Wang et al. [34] observed a minimum in the 

Tg of polystyrene subject to carbon dioxide, the pressure of which was increased over 

a range of 0.1-105 MPa. Results from both ultrasonic measurements of Young's mod

ulus and static measurements of the creep compliance were reported. Fleming and 

Koros [35] performed a series of measurements on the mass sorption/desorption and 

volume change for both polycarbonate and silicone rubber. Their results on polycar

bonate agreed well with those from Wissinger and Paulaitis [36, 37], which indicated 

that this polymer undergoes a glass transition as the pressure of carbon dioxide goes 

from low to high pressure. Mechanical creep measurements for the effect of water on 
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PVAc by Knauss et al. [38] suggested that the material response to the absorption 

of water is similar to increasing temperature. In addition, Han and McKenna [7] 

measured volume recovery of epoxy resins in an experiment with symmetrical up and 

down relative humidity jumps. Their results showed an asymmetry of approach that 

was similar to that observed in temperature jumps. 

Common knowledge in the field of polymer research assumes that plasticizers act 

similarly to temperature in altering the viscoelastic responses of the material at a 

given temperature T simply because the distance (Tg - T) from the glass transi

tion temperature Tg is altered during sorption or desorption of plasticizers. If this 

assumption is true, the effect of small molecules on viscoelastic properties, can be 

predicted by the change of Tg. However, some authors observed deviations from this 

assumption. Morgan et al. [27] studied the TGDDM-DDS epoxy system at 4% mois

ture sorption and found that the changes of the tensile strength of the wet epoxy 

relative to dry epoxy were equivalent to increasing temperature by 100 to 125°C, 

while the Tg was only lowered by 60°C. Knauss and Kenner [38] compared the time-

temperature superposition with time-moisture concentration superposition for PVAc. 

Their results showed that the values of the slopes of the logarithms of the shift factors 

{loga(RH)) versus volume (V) were different between temperature and moisture con

ditions. However, in their paper, this difference was attributed to the residual water 

in the sample. Whether the plasticizer effect is equivalent to the effect of temperature 

is still not fully demonstrated. 

1.4 Structural recovery introduced by sorption and desorption of plasticizers 

In the 1970s and 1980s, several authors observed a peculiar sorption mode of small 

molecules into polymers. This type of sorption starts with a stage that is Fickian and 

is then followed by a linear increase of mass with time and is clearly non-Fickian. 

Berens et al. [39, 40, 41] studied the sorption and desorption behavior of poly(vinyl 

chloride) and polystyrene powders subject to organic vapors (n-hexane). They sug

gested that the sorption and desorption of organic vapor induced structural relaxation 
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in the polymers. The structural relaxation on the other hand affected the sorption 

of the organic vapors, which resulted in kinetics of sorption and desorption deviat

ing from the Pick's law. They also noticed that it was the sorption and desorption 

history, rather than frequency of sorption cycles, that determined the kinetic behav

ior of subsequent sorption cycles. Berens et al.'s results were consistent with other 

observations on water sorption and desorption by epoxy glasses. Those experiments 

were performed by Apicella et al. [42] and Barrie et al. [43], and involved sorption-

desorption-absorption cycles. The diffusion rates were higher in the second sorption 

than in the first sorption. This suggested that, after desorption, the material had 

more free volume than its initial condition. However, as the time interval between 

the desorption and the absorption of second cycle increased, the diffusion rate for 

the second absorption got closer to the first absorption rate. This result implied 

that decrease of free volume occurred during the interval between the desorption and 

resorption. All their experiments were performed at temperatures close to the glass 

transition temperature of the material. 

Another deviation from the Fickian behavior observed for polymers is that the 

desorption rates are generally higher than the sorption rates, i.e., the hysteresis exists 

[39, 44]. If Pick's law was obeyed, the rates of sorption and desorption would be 

equivalent. Soles et al. [45] noticed an additional deviation from the Pick's law in 

their study of water sorption by epoxy resins. In the initial stage of sorption, the 

Unear region of M(t)/Moo versus (time^^'^)/thickness was far higher than the value 

M(t)/Maa = 0.5 which is predicted by Pick's second law, where M ô is the equiUbrium 

mass sorption and M(t) is the mass uptake at time t. It is also interesting to note 

that in some of the experiments performed by Soles et al. [45, 46], sorption curves, 

instead of approaching a plateau, went through a maximum of mass uptake. The 

authors attributed this monotonic peak to water leaching unreacted species from the 

system. However, it is not clear what the primary causes of the assumed leaching 

behavior are. 
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1.5 Explanation of moisture-induced structural change 

Several authors have suggested that the effects of water or small molecules on 

the polymeric systems, such as the observed non-Fickian behavior of sorption and 

desorption and the enhanced sorption rate for repeated sorption cycles, were due to 

a chemical or mechanical damage caused by the water or other small molecule to the 

systems [23, 43]. However, some experimental results do not support this notion. The 

results of Zhou and Lucas [28], for example, showed that the Tg of an epoxy system, 

after absorption and desorption cycles of water, could be fully recovered to the value 

in the dry state. In their experiments, the measurements of Tg were performed with 

DSC and corroborated with TMA. Similar results were also obtained by Sun et al. 

[47]. In their experiments, the shape of the endothermal peak for a desorbed PET 

sample during a DSC scan was fully recovered to that of the original dry sample. 

The experimental results of moisture sorption caused by thermal spiking of an epoxy 

[27] also suggested that even though the sorption of water may cause microcracking 

and crazing in epoxies, moisture-induced free volume changes that were then freezed 

in the epoxy were primarily responsible for the enhanced moisture sorption. The 

results from Wang et al. [48, 49] showed that after annealing the material after one 

absorption and desorption cycle at a temperature close to Tg, the resorption curve 

can be shifted back to the original absorption curve. AU of the above results do not 

support the postulate that sorption of water causes permanent damage which leads 

to the non-Fickian behavior in diffusion and mass uptake in polymers. 

1.6 Evidence of water or other small molecules inducing enthalpy relaxation 

To date, there is still not much research on the effect of plasticizers on enthalpy 

relaxation. One study on this issue was performed by Berens and Hodge [50]. Their 

results showed that extra enthalpy in addition to the excess enthalpy of a glassy poly

mer was generated due to absorption and desorption of solvents {CO2 and CH^Cl) 

on poly(vinylchloride). Also, the effect of enthalpy relaxation was governed by the 

extent of sorption or dilation of the polymer and not by the vapor pressure. In a 
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sinailar experiment performed by Bernazzani et al. [51], in which polystyrene was 

dissolved in toluene and then freeze-dried, they also observed a increase of enthalpy. 

1.7 Impact of voids on the equilibrium mass uptake and sorption kinetics 

Generally, equilibrium mass uptake and sorption kinetics in polymers depend on 

the existing free volume. Free volume in many cases is treated as voids. Hence, free 

volume fraction is equivalent to the void fraction. Therefore, theoretically, as the free 

volume fraction increases, the equilibrium mass uptake and sorption rate increases. 

Direct support for this statement comes from the observed impact of physical aging 

on sorption kinetics. The sorption rate of annealed samples is smaller than for freshly 

quenched sample as observed by Soles et al. [46]. 

Surprisingly, in the same study of Soles et al. [46], isothermal diffusion coefficients 

did not show dependence on the voids fraction which is in contradiction to the free 

volume theory. The void fractions of the samples are changed by modifying their 

crosslink density. Most of samples with semi-rigid and rigid chains did not exhibit the 

dependence of diffusivity on the void fractions. Only one exception was observed on 

the epoxy system consisting of flexible chains, whereas the diffusion coefficient shows 

a clear dependence on the void fraction. The authors attributed the independence of 

diffusion on void fractions to the effect of polarity of epoxy resins. 

Nonetheless, from the perspective of molecular mobility, the difference between 

the systems consisting of semi-rigid and rigid chains and the system of flexible chains 

is that the latter has smaller value of (T - Tg) than the former, when the experiments 

were performed at the same temperature. It is then reasonable to argue that it is 

the molecular mobility, not voids, governing the kinetics of diffusion. The same point 

was presented based on the experimental results of Gupta et al. [52]. In his work, 

a correlation between the diffusion coefficient of moisture and chain dynamics in a 

cured epoxy system was exhibited. Another experimental result in contradiction to 

the free volume theory was also obtained by Pekarski et al. [53]. In those experiment, 

the diffusion rate of polycarbonate previously conditioned at a high pressure of CO2 
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was smaller than that conditioned at high temperature, even though the first type of 

conditioning can lead to a larger fraction of free volume than the latter. This result 

is also consistent with the previous study by Jordan et al. [54], and Wonders et al. 

[55]. 

1.8 State of water in the epoxy network 

Diffusion of water or other small molecules into polymer networks is driven by 

concentration gradient. However, as previously mentioned. Pick's law cannot describe 

the sorption and desorption of water and other plasticizers by polymers. It is also 

important to note that Henry's law cannot describe the equilibrium sorption either. 

Many authors have observed that the volume of an expanded polymeric system is 

smaller than the sum of the volume of water and dry polymer [26, 56]. The reason for 

this non-additivity of volume for water and polymer is attributed to pre-existing voids 

in the polymer system. The water occupying the pre-existing voids will not contribute 

to the volume change of the network. Only water bound to the network leads to 

volume expansion. Hence, water in voids increases the density of the water-polymer 

system, while water in the polymer network does not change the density significantly 

(water and polymer have similar densities). Based on this principle. Turner [56] 

measured the fraction of water accumulated in voids of PMMA by comparing the 

weight of the system in water and in air. He found that about 40%-50% of water 

exists in the voids of PMMA. 

Voids take an important role in water diffusion into polymeric systems. It is still 

not certain what shape the voids have. Generally, the voids are visualized as spherical 

voids and randomly distributed in the polymeric network. Migration of water is 

generaUy taken as the hoping of water from one void to another. Nonetheless, Soles et 

al. [1] suggested that the voids are interconnected tubes and water can migrate freely 

along the tubes to account for the fact that the sorption of water by epoxy systems 

is independent of pore sizes and volume fractions. However, a study of computer 

simulation on gas permeation through thermoplastics by Suter et al. showed that the 
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shape and size of void clusters depend on the properties of the gas molecules [57]. 

Water in the polymer network has different motions from the water in voids which 

retains its motions at free conditions. This difference can be illustrated by NMR 

and dielectric measurements. In dielectric measurements, the loss peak at 10^ Hz 

is associated with the relaxation of the hydroxyl groups, and the relaxation of pure 

water at room temperature occurs at 2 x 10^° Hz. Grave et al. [58] related the mass 

uptake of water to the dielectric permitivity change. The permitivity at different 

frequencies is proportional to the amount of water with certain motion. Prom their 

data, the ratio between the bound water and the free water decreased as the epoxy to 

amine ratio increases. At stoichiometric mixture, the ratio is about 1:1. In contrast, 

the results of Hayward et al. [59] from NMR measurements showed that the majority 

of water had a relaxation frequency of 10^ Hz, and indicated that most of water was 

bound by hydroxyl groups. 

As introduced before, Zhou et al. [60] observed a change of Tg in an epoxy after a 

long term of exposure to water at high temperature. They attributed this abnormal 

behavior to the existence of two types of bound water. The first of these has only 

a single bond to the hydroxyl group, which disrupts the original hydrogen bond and 

acts as a plasticizer; the second type has two bonds, which form new Unks between the 

network and acts as anti-plasticizer. Nonetheless, the existence of this second type of 

bound water, which should have lower mobility than either free water or single-bound 

water, has not been reported from either NMR or dielectric measurements. 

In contrast to the concept that water exists in two different sites, Schadt and 

VanderHart [61] studied the water sorption of epoxy systems by NMR, and their 

results showed a rather uniform distribution of water in the epoxy system and did 

not support the different affinity sites of water. Their findings are consistent with 

the results from JeUnski et al. [62], who also measured the epoxy-water molecular 

interactions by NMR. They found that there was no clear distinction between free 

water and tightly bound water. All the water was loosely bound. 

Even though there is still no consensus on how the water exists and interacts 
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(forming covalent bonds or Van der Waals bonds) with the polymer molecules, it is 

generally agreed that disruption of physical bonds by water molecules is the primary 

cause for the volume expansion of the epoxy system. A linear relation between the 

volume or mass uptake or relative humidity has been observed for limited ranges of 

humidity change [38, 44]. While, for a larger range variation, the relation becomes 

curved downwards [26, 63]. In addition, most data of volume versus relative humidity 

are measured during sorption, and little data are reported on desorption. 

1.9 Fundamental hypothesis 

Prom the literature review above, the sorption and desorption of water by polymers 

have the following features: (1) the sorption and desorption of water by polymers do 

not follow the Pick's law; (2) the desorption rate is higher than sorption rate; (3) 

the second sorption has a higher rate than the first sorption; however, the difference 

in rates decreases as the time interval between sorption cycles decreases; (4) the 

volume change during sorption and desorption deviates from the sum of volume of 

water and polymer (additivity of volume); (5) desorption of water can introduce 

additional enthalpy; and (6) the viscoelastic properties measured within the linear 

response regime at different water concentrations can be superimposed to form a 

master curve. All these results lead to a single explanation that the the sorption and 

desorption or water changes the structure of the system, and causes time-dependent 

behavior in the system, which is similar to the effect of temperature. Therefore, a 

fundamental hypothesis is established as 

the change of relative humidity has an effect similar to temperature change 

on the structural recovery and physical aging of glass forming polymer. 

This hypothesis is illustrated by a three-dimensional plot of V-T-RH. In Figure 1.8, 

at a constant relative humidity (isopiestic), one traverses the glass transition as tem

perature is reduced. Similarly, at each temperature (isotherm), one traverses the 

glass transition as relative humidity decreases. Furthermore, in traversing the glass 
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transition (RH or T) the material is out of equilibrium and is expected to recover 

into equilibrium. Therefore, T-jump and RH-jump experiments should exhibit simi

lar structural recovery behaviors. The rest of this thesis is devoted to the testing of 

this hypothesis through experiments. 

In order to test this hypothesis, a series of measurements of volumetric and vis

coelastic responses to RH-jumps and T-jumps are performed. The volumetric exper

iments include (1) intrinsic isopiestics, (2) asymmetry of approach, and (3) memory 

experiments. These experiments in nature are quite similar to Kovacs's tempera

ture jump experiments: (1) intrinsic isotherm, (2) asymmetry of approach, and (3) 

memory experiments. The viscoelastic measurements performed following Struik's 

protocol are similar to the Struik's physical aging experiments using temperature 

jumps. In addition, comparisons of both volumetric and viscoelastic responses be

tween T-jumps and RH-jumps at the same final state are performed to test if the 

jmnps are quantitatively equivalent. 

In Chapter 2, the experimental systems are presented. Chapter 3 covers the ex

perimental results of volumetric measurements, mass uptake of water under different 

RH histories, and physical aging experiments. Chapter 4 focuses on the TNM-KAHR 

model and its extension to the RH-jump conditions. Chapter 5 presents an effort of 

theoretical explanation based on free volume and energy landscape models for the 

experimental results. Chapter 6 is the conclusion. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of glass transition by cooUng (default Figure 1). 
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Figure 1.2: Second-order glass transition. 
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Figure 1.7: Creep compUance of poly(vinylchloride) quenched from 90°C (Tg -I- lO^C) 
to 20''C at various aging times after the quench. Data are from [8]. 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 

In order to perform RH-jump experiments at constant temperatures, as well as 

T-jump experiments at constant relative humidities, two instrumented experimental 

chambers were constructed. One chamber was used for volume and creep measure

ments, and the other chamber was used for mass uptake measurement. The two 

systems can also be used interchangeably. 

2.1 Environmental chamber 

A double-layered environmental chamber was built. The inner box was the test 

chamber where the relative humidity and temperatures were precisely controlled. The 

outer box worked as a buffer, where only the temperature was controlled. The system 

is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Temperature and relative humidity are controlled with 

independent loops. Temperature control is performed using two types of Omega 

temperature controUers (CN76000 and CN 77000 series). In the figure, one stream 

of dry cold air is directed to the system at a constant flow rate. The second air 

stream, regulated by a solenoid valve (Aalborg GFC series) passes through a hot water 

bath and is saturated with water before entering the environmental chamber. The 

temperature of the hot water is kept at a higher value than that of the environmental 

chamber to make sure at the maximum flow rate, the relative humidity is above 

90% at the desired temperature in the chamber. The dry air has two functions, to 

reduce the relative humidity of the mixture to the desired value and to balance the 

input heat. For each testing temperature, the hot bath temperature is adjusted to 

make sure that the temperature in the chamber can be regulated by the temperature 

controller. The degree of valve opening is regulated by an analog signal from the 

relative humidity feedback loop. The center of the loop is a PID program written in 

PASCAL. The dry and wet air are mixed by tube fans in the chamber. The relative 

humidity is measured using a relative humidity sensor (Vaisala HMP233) placed near 
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the sample. The difference of relative humidity between the two ends of the sample 

is less than 1%. With this setup, the relative humidity can be changed at different 

rates during RH-jump experiments isothermally, which is shown in Figure 2.2. Also, 

temperature can be changed isopiestically (constant RH), which is shown in Figure 

2.3. 

The variation of RH and T at steady state, where structural recovery experiments 

and aging experiments are performed, is shown in Figure 2.4. 

Variation of temperature during the segment of the experiment in which relative 

humidity varied (RH-jump) was about ±0.3°C and about i O . f C during the isopiestic 

aging segment. The variation for RH was within ±0.5%. 

2.2 Volume measurements 

The measurements of volume change were performed by determining the length 

change of the sample with an LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer). The 

setting for the volume measurement is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The sample is sur

rounded by a plastic buffer punctured with holes to avoid the turbulence of air on 

the accuracy of measurements, without compromising a rapid diffusion of moisture 

to the sample. The volume thus was calculated, assuming material isotropy by the 

following equations. 

V(t) = K o ( ^ ) ^ (2.1) 

where Ko is the volume at the equilibrium state of interest, l(t) is the length change 

as a function of aging time, and loo is the equilibrium length which can be measured 

by LVDT. 

However, the material under study is a viscoelastic material. The weight of sam

ple, and the LVDT core and gripping system exerted a uni-axial stress on the sample 

(approximately 0.1 MPa) and in the same dimension as the change of length to 

be attributed to volume change. Since the samples were stabilized above the glass 

transition either at high relative humidity or at high temperature, the creep of the 
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samples caused by this weight reached the limiting rubbery modulus or compliance 

value before the relevant jumps. Assuming time-temperature and time-concentration 

superposition are valid, then the creep should not intervene in subsequent volume 

measurements at lower temperature and relative humidity. Minor effects due to en-

tropic elasticity could slightly affect the results, but these were ignored. Experiments 

in which the measurements were carried out using a mass of the LVDT core and grip 

system having half that of the normal system gave volume recovery results that were 

the same within the experimental uncertainty. The results are shown in Figure 2.5. In 

addition, a constant grip stress (O.lMPa) is maintained through all the experiments. 

2.3 Creep measurements 

The extensional creep responses to the RH-jumps and T-jumps were measured 

and used to probe the effect of structural recovery on the molecular mobility of the 

epoxy. In order that the mechanical creep responses not be affected by the ongoing 

volume change of the sample, we followed Struik's protocol [8] to perform sequential 

creep measurements during the structural recovery. Struik's protocol is iUustrated in 

Figure 2.6 and can be represented as ti/te < 0.1, where ti is the creep time and te 

is total aging time. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the loading of stress on the sample 

starts at 1800 s after the end of the RH-jump (zero time). After the first loading 

cycle, the time between the zero time and the next loading is doubled, and so forth. 

The duration of loading is equivalent to or less than 10% of the time between zero 

time and the instant of loading. In the present experiments, the length change of the 

sample during creep was measured by a LVDT. As illustrated in Figure 2.7, stress 

was applied by a fixed weight attached to the sample by a thin cord and placed on a 

lift. With the lift in the raised position, the sample was unloaded, and when it was in 

the lowered position the sample was loaded. The position of the Uft is controlled by 

the motor. The time when the sample should be loaded or unloaded is controlled by 

computer. The stress on the sample when loaded is 1.04MPa. Additionally, due to the 

weight of gripping system and LVDT core, there is permanent extensional stress on 
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the sample which is approximately O.lMPa. This stress, causing a deformation of the 

sample, did not have effect on the sequential creep measurements. A comparison of 

shift factors obtained with grip stresses of O.lMPa and O.lSMPa are shown in Figure 

2.8. In the figure, the differences in shift factors are within the experimental error. 

2.4 Measurement of mass uptake of water 

Mass measurement of water sorption and desorption was performed with a quartz 

crystal microbalance. The crystal sensor coated with the epoxy was placed in the 

environmental chamber; the thickness of the coating was around 5 /im. The crystal is 

driven by an oscillating voltage, and its current is then monitored. The frequency of 

the oscillator is adjusted so that the phase between the crystal voltage and current is 

zero. This frequency is the resonant frequency of the crystal. The resonant frequency 

depends on the total mass of the crystal. As water diffuses into the epoxy coating, 

the resonant frequency decreases, and vice versa. By measuring resonant frequency of 

the dry sample and that of the wet sample, the sorbed water can be readily calculated 

using the following equation: 

M=t^(U-f) (2.2) 
P 

where Nq - 1.668 x IQ^Hz x cm, Pq is the density of quartz, / , is resonant frequency of 

dry sample, and / is the instantaneous resonant frequency. This equation is obtained 

based on the assumption that the addition of a foreign material, such as epoxy coating 

to the surface of the quartz crystal, produces the same effect as the addition of an 

equal mass of quartz. However, if the quartz is heavily loaded or if the viscosity of the 

sample is high, there is significant deviation between the measured mass and actual 

mass. For such cases, a modified equation is used: 

M = Nqpq{-^) a r c t a n ( t a n ( / l , ^ : ^ ^ 7 r ) ) (2.3) 

where R^ is the ratio between the acoustic impedance of quartz and that of the 

deposited film. However, for the mass uptake measurements in the present work, all 
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calculations are based on Equation 2.2; no correction is performed. 

2.5 Sample preparation 

The sample used in the experiments was a thin film made from an epoxy ter

minated diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA, DER332, Dow Chemical) cured 

with an amine-terminated poly (propylene oxide) (T403, Huntsman). The molecular 

structures for DER332 and T403 are depicted in Figure 2.9. The preparation of the 

sample followed the protocol of Lee and McKenna [64, 65]. First, a mixture of the 

epoxy and amine in the stoichiometric ratio was degassed for an hour at room temper

ature. Then, the mixture was cast onto a smooth brass mold and fully cured at 100°C 

between two brass plates under a pressure of two atmospheres for 24 h. The pressiure 

prevents bubbles from forming due to residual air in the sample. Then, the sample was 

slowly cooled to room temperature overnight. Tg of the sample after cure was approx

imately 72''C determined from DSC (differential scanning calorimetry) measurement 

at a heating rate of 10°C/min after cooling from 100°C to ambient temperature at 

10°C/min. Even though the sample was relatively stable in the dry state, when the 

sample was subjected to the water sorption-desorption, aging and drying cycles, its 

Tg steadily increased up to 76°C. Surprisingly, the Lee and McKenna [64, 65] work 

in dry conditions exhibited no change in Tg during aging. Similarly, recent work by 

Alcoutlabi et al. [66] using CO2 as the plasticizer also evidence no change in the Tg 

of the epoxy. Therefore, all the reported measurements were performed after several 

cycles of sorption-desorption and aging until the data were reproducible, i.e., the Tg 

had stabilized. 

The thickness of the sample was approximately 40^m such that the diffusion time 

for saturation of water (99%) was less than 3 minutes as shown in Figure 2.10, which 

was far less than the experimental time to reach equilibrium. The calculation of this 

saturation time is based on an approximation to the solution of Pick's second law 

[63], 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the experimental system for isothermal RH-jump and isopi
estic T-jump experiments. 

^ — < - 3 ( f o (2.4) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, which for this material is approximately 4.8 x 

10~^cm^/s at 60°C [7] and h is the thickness of the sample, which is 40//m in this 

experiment. This approximation is obtained by curve fitting the analytical solution 

of Fick's second law. 
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Figure 2.3: Isopiestic temperature jump at 0.5°C/min. 
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Figure 2.4: Relative humidity and temperature at steady state. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Structural recovery after RH-jump 

3.1.1 Structural recovery experiments 

The experimental protocols used for RH-jump experiments were similar to those 

of Kovacs shown in Figures 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. However, in the experiments, tempera

ture was kept constant, while relative humidity (RH) was ramped. In the following, 

conditions for each type of structural recovery experiments are described. 

1. RH down ramp to determine RHg-. the sample was first equilibrated at 90% 

RH and either 55°C, 60''C or 65°C for an hour to erase the impact of the prior 

history. At such high relative humidity, the glass transition temperature is below the 

experimental temperatures, which was confirmed by our volume measurements. The 

RH was then reduced to 30% at the rate of 1.5%/min isothermally, and the length 

change of the sample was measured during the change of RH. 

2. Intrinsic isopiestics (refer to Figure 1.3 ): the sample was first equiUbrated at 

90% for an hour and then the RH was decreased to the aging RH of 30%, 40%, 50% 

and 60% at 1.5%/min at the relevant isothermal test temperatures 60''C and 65°C. 

After reaching the aging RH, the structural recovery of the sample was measured. 

The time abscissa is t — ti, which is the time from the end of the humidity jump 

(ramp). I keep choice of zero time consistent with the time abscissa of Kovacs in 

order to compare the experimental results of RH-jumps with those of T-jumps from 

Kovacs' experiments. 

3. Asymmetry of approach (refer to Figure 1.4): RH-up-jump and RH-down-jump 

of the same magnitude were performed for this experiment. For the RH-down-jump, 

the sample was first equilibrated at 90% RH and 60°C or 65°C for an hour to eliminate 

the previous history. Then the RH was reduced to 65% and annealed for 50 h to reach 

equilibrium. The RH was reduced again to 50% where the structural recovery was 

measured. For the RH-up-jump, the sample was first equilibrated at 90% RH for 
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an hour to eliminate the previous history. Then the RH was reduced to 35% and 

annealed for 100 h to reach equilibrium (as detected from volume measurement) and 

then the RH was increased to 50% RH to measure the structural recovery. The time 

abscissa as t - ti, which is the time from the end of the humidity jump (ramp). 

4. Memory (refer to Figure 1.5): the sample was first equiUbrated at 90% RH 

and 60°C or 65°C for an hour to eliminate the previous history Then the RH was 

reduced to 30% or 40% and aged for 5 h. With 5 h aging, the sample did not reach 

equilibrium at either RH. Finally the RH was raised to 50% and the measurement of 

the structural recovery was carried out. The time abscissa ast-ti, which is the time 

from the end of the humidity jump (ramp). 

5. Comparison of structural recovery after RH-jump and T-jump: the effect of 

change of relative humidity was compared with the effect of change of temperature 

for the same final state as defined by the relative humidity and temperature. For 

the RH jump, the RH was increased or decreased (at a rate of 1.5%/min) while the 

temperature was maintained at the relevant final temperature. For the temperature 

jump, the temperature was increased or decreased (at a rate of 0.5''C/min) while the 

relative humidity was maintained at the final relative humidity. By choosing those 

rates of changes, the time for the temperature jumps and for relative humidity jumps 

are almost same. The time abscissa is t — ti, which is the time from the end of the 

humidity jump (ramp) or the temperature jump (ramp). 

3.1.2 Volume change during isothermal relative humidity down-jump 

Figure 3.1 exhibits the volume change during isothermal relative humidity down 

ramps at three temperatures 55°C, 60''C, and 65°C. The volume is normalized over 

the initial volume for the sample at 55°C and 90% at equilibrium. The figures show 

that all three curves exhibit a clear transition behavior similar to that observed in 

temperature down-ramp experiments. A new term is given to this new type of glass 

"concentration glass." In addition, temperature does have an effect on the value of 

RHg where the transition takes place. At 65°C, the sample has the lowest RHg 
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Table 3.1: Glass transition relative humidity (RHg) and hygro-thermal expansion 

coefficients (anH, 

RHg 

anHiU%RH) 

aR„g(l%RH) 

AaRH{l%RH) 

. 

55°C 

64 ± 1% 

3.14 ±0.02 X 10-^ 

1.77 ±0.02 X 10-^ 

1.37 ±0.02 X lO-'' 

60°C 

65 ± 1% 

3.86 ±0.02 X 10-^ 

2.09 ±0.02 X 10-4 

1.77 ±0.02 X 10-4 

65''C 

60 ± 1% 

4.06 ± 0.02 X 10-4 

1.97 ± 0.02 X 10-4 

2.09 ± 0.02 X 10-4 

(60%). However, at 55°C and 60°C, the difference between RHg values (64% and 

66%) is within the experimental error. In addition, AURH, which is the difference 

of the hygro-thermal expansion coefficients between the rubbery and glassy state 

increases as the temperature increases. The values of the RHg, apH in the glassy and 

rubbery states and AapH are listed in Table 3.1. 

3.1.3 Intrinsic isopiestics 

Figures 3.2a and b show the results for intrinsic isopiestic experiments for different 

aging relative humidities and at two experimental temperatures 60°C and 65''C. The 

samples used at the two different testing temperatures were from different sample 

preparation batches. For each temperature, the results of the intrinsic isopiestics, 

memory effect, and asymmetry of approach experiments were from the same sample. 

FoUowing the isopiestic curves in Figures, the time for the sample to reach equilibrium 

increases as relative humidity decreases. These results are quite similar to intrinsic 

isotherms. In fact, the Kovacs data could be considered as 0% RH intrinsic isotherms. 

For the isopiestics at low relative humidity, which did not reach equilibrium within the 

experimental time, their equilibrium volumes are estimated by linear extrapolation 

from the equilibrium volume at high relative humidity. Clearly, the structural recovery 

in intrinsic isopiestic conditions depends on relative humidity just as the intrinsic 

isotherm depends on temperature. 
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3.1.4 Asymmetry of approach 

Figures 3.3a and b present the results from the asymmetry of approach exper

iment. As seen in the figures, the volume response from a RH up-jump and the 

volume response from a RH-down-jump of the same magnitude approach the equilib

rium volume asymmetrically. This is again analogous to what is observed in T-jump 

experiments. These results imply that the structural recovery after relative humidity 

change depends on the current structure and bears the characteristic of nonlinearity. 

This is similar to the asymmetry of approach after temperature changes. 

3.1.5 Memory experiment 

Figures 3.4a and b show the results of the memory experiments. Monotonic max

imums are observed for both experimental temperatures. These results imply a dis

tribution of relaxation times or non-exponential relaxation in the structural recovery 

kinetics after relative humidity changes. These behaviors are similar to the memory 

effect in thermal experiments. 

3.1.6 Relative humidity change versus temperature change 

Referring to Figure 1.8, each state on the equiUbrium surface is solely determined 

by temperature and relative humidity. However, the path the system follows as 

it approaches equilibrium in the glassy state depends on its previous temperature 

and relative humidity history. Figure 3.5a exhibits a comparison of two intrinsic 

isopiestics after different magnitudes of RH-jump. Figure 3.5b shows a comparison 

of two intrinsic isotherms after different magnitudes of T-jump. From both figures, 

regardless of the magnitudes, the curves join together before they reach equilibrium. 

These results are consistent with Kovacs' results [5]. However, it is interesting that 

the merging of the curves is much closer to equilibrium (6 = 0) and occurs longer 

times for the RH-jump than for the T-jump experiments. 

Figures 3.6a, b and c present a comparison between intrinsic isotherms and in

trinsic isopiestics for the same final state as defined by the relative humidity and 
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temperature. Figures 3.6 a and b show the structural recoveries for different magni

tude jumps. Figure 3.6c shows the structural recovery for an RH-jump and a T-jump 

in which the departures from equilibrium at 1 second after the jumps are the same. 

In contrast to the curves in Figure 3.5, the intrinsic isotherms reach equiUbrium ear-

Uer than do the intrinsic isopiestics. In Figure 3.6c, even though the initial values 

of S are the same, the intrinsic isotherm is very different from the intrinsic isopies

tic. This indicates very different structural recovery kinetics for the RH-jump and 

T-jump conditions. In fact, it is surprising that the RH-jump experiments, in which 

the excess volume is greater than in the T-jump experiments, seem to exhibit the 

lower molecular mobility. This difference will be quantified and discussed in detail 

Chapter 4. 

3.1.7 Teff as a function of 6 in RH-jump experiments 

The Teff of structural recovery have been examined for T-jump experiments by 

Kovacs [5]. His results were shown in Figure 1.6. It is interesting to notice that for 

asymmetry of approach experiments, even though the sample approaches the same 

equilibrium state, the value of Teff at the (5 = 0 after down-jump is different from 

that after up-jump. 

Here, the Te// calculated from RH-jump experiments are presented in Figure 3.7. 

The curves are analogous to the results of temperature jump experiments. However, 

some curves of RH-down-jump experiments show abnormal behavior of the values of 

Teff as (5 « 0. These results are primarily due to the experimental error when system 

is close to equilibrium, i.e. 6^0. The standard deviation of experimental RH from 

the set point is ±0.2%RH, and leads to 4 x 10-^ as a maximum error in 6. This 

error may not have significant impacts when are plots of structural recovery curves as 

shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, but it becomes significant when calculating the first 

derivative of In 5. This error may be canceUed out by averaging the data collected 

with high frequency and even time intervals. However, the data for the current results 

were collected on a logarithmic time scale because of the low storage of the available 
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computer. 

The Teff close to equilibrium is then estimated by extrapolation from data above 

based on polynomial algorithms. Even though, the extrapolations show that the Teff 

from the down jumps does not merge with that from the up-jumps, which are similar 

to those from temperature experiments, high uncertainties exist in the results from 

these extrapolations. 

McKenna et al. has used plots of log\d\ versus time (t) to analyze the structural 

recovery data of Kovacs. A similar plot for RH-jump conditions is shown in Figure 

3.8. The data from down jump experiments shows similarity to the plots of McKenna. 

However, for up-jump experiments, due to lack of experimental results (only one 

experimental condition was performed) no comparison can be made. 

3.2 Mass uptake of water 

The structural recovery of the concentration glass formed by moisture sorption and 

desorption shows the phenomena which are quaUtatively similar to, but quantitatively 

different from, that of temperature jumps. This moisture induced structural responses 

provide a fundamental explanation to the generally observed abnormal behavior of 

sorption and desorption of small molecules by polymers. In this section, the results 

of water mass uptake accompanying the structure recovery measurements after RH-

jumps are presented. 

3.2.1 Transition in mass uptake experiments 

Figure 3.9 shows the result of mass uptake during a RH down-jump. The curve in 

the figure clearly shows a transition behavior which is similar to those from volume 

measurements (Figure 3.1). The mass uptake experiment was carried out at 60°C. 

Compared with the volumetric transition obtained at the same temperature, the 

observed RHg for mass uptake is 68% RH, and,slightly higher than the 65% RH 

obtained in volumetric measurements. These reasons can be attributed to: (1) the 

difference in relaxation kinetics between diffusion and volume; (2) the faster diffusion 
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rate in mass uptake experiment than in volumetric experiment because the thickness 

of the sample used in the mass uptake experiment is around 5/im and less than 

20//m in volumetric measurement; (3) the sample in mass measurement is coated on 

a crystal surface which may leads to a slight difference from the sample in volume 

measurement which is free standing; and/or (4) experimental errors (see the system 

error described in Chapter 2). 

3.2.2 Isopiestics in mass uptake experiments 

Mass uptake of water was monitored during the structural recovery in isopiestic 

experiments. These were the same conditions as in the volumetric experiments. The 

data are normalized over equiUbrium mass uptake (Mj„/) by (M(t) — Minf)/Minf, 

similar to the definition of the departure from equilibrium volume 5 (see equation 

1.1). In addition, it is common to use equiUbrium mass-uptake (Mi„/)in describing 

the sorption behavior instead of total mass. This makes the magnitude of value 

of sorption curves several orders bigger than volumetric curves. The experimental 

results are shown in Figure 3.10. The curves of mass uptake of water as a function of 

time are analogous to those of the structural recovery. At higher relative humidity, 

the departure from equilibrium sorption is small and the time to reach equilibrium 

is short. However, at low relative humidity, the departure from equilibrium is larger 

and the time for the system to reach equilibrium is longer. 

In Figure 3.11, the mass uptakes are plotted versus 6 obtained from the volumetric 

measurements for the same aging time. These results exhibit the direct impact of the 

structure on the sorption behavior of glassy polymers. At high values of 6, the mass 

uptake are high and vice versa. For the same delta values, sorption at high aging 

RH has more mass than at low aging RH. Also, the slopes of the curves have slight 

dependence on RH. In addition, the curves also exhibit that the time for the mass 

uptake to reach equiUbrium is shorter than the volume. 
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3.2.3 Asymmetry of approach in mass uptake experiments 

Figure 3.12 shows the results of water mass uptake during asymmetry of approach 

history in RH-jump experiments. From the figure, the mass uptake response after a 

RH-down-jump is different from that after a RH-up-jump. The response to a down-

jump on a logarithmic time scale shows auto retarded behavior, while the response to 

up-jump is auto accelerated. In addition, the initial departure from equilibrium after 

a down-jump is smaller than that after an up-jump. These results are similar to the 

results from volumetric measurements. 

In Figure 3.13, the mass uptakes of the asymmetry of approach are cross plotted 

versus 5 obtained from the volumetric measurements for the same aging times. Similar 

to the results in isopiestic histories, the times to reach equilibrium for the mass uptake 

experiments are shorter than those for volume experiments. 

3.2.4 Memory effects in mass uptake experiments 

Figure 3.14 shows the mass uptake responses to memory experiment histories in 

RH-jump conditions. Following the final up-jumps, (90%-30%-50% and 90%-40%-

50%), the mass of water first increases, passes through a maximum, and then de

creases to merge with the isopiestic mass uptake curves measured at the same final 

relative humidity. These behaviors again are similar to those observed in volumetric 

measurements. 

In Figure 3.15, the mass uptakes of the memory effect are cross-plotted versus 5 

obtained from the volumetric measurements for the same aging time. Since only one 

experiment whose history is compatible with that in volumetric measurements, only 

the data from this experiment are plotted. Prom the figure, similar to the isopiestics 

and the asymmetry approach, the structure shows a strong effect on the mass uptake. 

Also, since the mass uptake response reaches the equilibrium much earlier than volume 

response, a reverse plateau is shown in the figure. 

The difference in RH histories between asymmetry of approach experiments and 

memory experiments is that before the final up-jump the system is at equilibrium 
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for the asymmetry of approach experiment, and is not in equilibrium for the memory 

experiments because only partial recovery occurs. However, the response to RH-up-

jump in the asjrmmetry of approach does not show sorption peaks as in the memory 

experiments. In Figure 3.16, how the sorption peak evolves as a function of aging 

time is illustrated. In the figure, as the aging time at 30% increases from 1 h to 5 h , 

the amplitude of the peak is getting smaller and shift to the longer relaxation time. 

The implications of these results will are further discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Physical aging subsequent to relative humidity jumps 

Change of moisture content of a polymer leads to a concentration glass transi

tion and structural recovery. The volumetric responses and mass uptake of water 

accompanying the structural evolution after RH jumps are shown in the above two 

sections. It is well known that structural recovery has significant impacts on the 

viscoelastic properties of glassy polymers. The impact of structural relaxation in 

T-down-jump conditions on the viscoelastic properties of glassy polymers has been 

well examined in literature [8, 67, 64, 65]. Less extensively, the responses in memory 

[68] and asymmetry of approach conditions have been examined [8, 69]. Here, the 

viscoelastic responses are studied in the moisture sorption and desorption histories 

(RH-up-jump and RH-down-jump) in order to provide a more complete picture of 

the physical aging responses of polymer glasses. We use the time-RH superposition 

and time-aging time superposition principles as a framework to describe the effects 

of sorption and desorption of water. Additionally similar to the previous structural 

recovery work, a comparison of property evolution after temperature and relative hu

midity jumps is performed at the same final conditions as defined by temperature (T) 

and relative humidity (RH). 

3.3.1 Physical aging experiments 

1. Creep responses at different relative humidities: for the measurement at each 

RH, the sample was first held at 90% for one hour to erase the previous history. 
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Then RH was reduced to 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 20% and 0% at 1.5%/min 

isothermally at 60°C, where creep was measured. Aging time at each RH before the 

start of the creep measurement varied as 0.5 h, 1 h and 10 h respectively. The time 

when stress loaded is less than 0.1 of the aging time. 

2. Intrinsic isopiestics: the sample was first held at 90% for one hour and then the 

RH was decreased to the aging RH of 40%, 50% or 60% at 1.5%/min isothermally at 

60''C. After reaching the aging RH, creep measurements were performed via Struik's 

protocol during the course of physical aging. When plotting shift factors versus aging 

time, we report the time abscissa as t — ti, which is the time from the end of the 

humidity jump (ramp). 

3. Asymmetry of approach: RH-up-jump and RH-down-jump experiments of the 

same magnitude were performed for this expriment. For the RH-down-jump, the 

sample was first held at 90% RH for one hour to eliminate the previous history. Then 

the RH was reduced to 65% and the sample was allowed to age for 50 h to reach 

equilibrium as indicated by the stability of the sample length. The RH was reduced 

again to 50% where the creep measurements were performed via Struik's protocol. 

For the RH-up-jump, the sample was first held at 90% RH for an hour to eUminate 

the previous history. Then the RH was reduced to 35% and annealed for 100 h to 

reach equilibrium (as detected from length change measurement) and then the RH 

was increased to 50% RH to measure creep the response via Struik's protocol. When 

plotting the shift factor versus time, we report the aging time abscissa ast-ti, which 

is the time from the end of the humidity jump (ramp). 

4. Memory experiment: the sample was first held at 90% RH for one hour to 

eliminate the previous history. Then the RH was reduced to 30% or 40% and aged 

for 5 hrs. With 5 hrs aging, the sample did not reach equilibrium at either RH, 

i.e., it only partially recovered. Finally, the RH was raised to 50% and the creep 

measurements were carried out via Struik's protocol. When plotting the shift factors, 

we report the aging time abscissa ast-ti, which is the time from the end of the 

second humidity jump (ramp) to 50% RH. 
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5. Comparison of physical aging after RH-jumps and T-jumps: the effect of glass 

formation on the aging responses after RH-jumps was compared with that after T-

jumps for the same final state as defined by the relative humidity and temperature. 

For the RH jumps, the RH was increased or decreased (at a rate of 1.5%/min) while 

the temperature was maintained at the temperature of the final state. For the tem

perature jump, the temperature was increased or decreased (at a rate of 0.9°C/min), 

while the relative humidity was maintained at the relative humidity of the final state. 

Two final states were selected for the experiments, T — 60°C and RH=50%, T = 65°C 

and RH=40%. 

For the experiment at low temperature of 60°C, the magnitudes of the T-jumps 

and RH-jumps were selected such that SQ which is defined as the initial departure 

from equilibrium (̂ o = ^'^~^'^) were the same. SQ was calculated based on a perfect 

quench of temperature or RH, and can be estimated by (SQT = AaT{Ti - T/)) and 

(SoRH = AapniRHi - RHf)), where Aa(T, RH) is the difference in the thermal and 

relative humidity expansion coefficients between rubbery and glassy states; Tj and 

RHi are the initial temperature and relative humidity before jumps, where the systems 

are at equilibrium, and T/ and RHf are the final temperature and relative humidity. 

Since the final state was selected as RH = 50%RH and T = 60°C. the values of 

expansion coefficients (AapH = (1.74 ± 0.02) x IQ-^Aar = (3.00 ± 0.02) x 10-4), 

result in the initial state being 75% for the RH-jump and 75°C for the temperature 

jump respectively. The temperature jump rate was 0.9''C/min. With this rate, the 

ramp times of the T-jump and RH-jump were approximately same. 

For the experiment at 65°C, the initial temperature for the T-jump was 80''C, 

and initial relative humidity for RH jump was 90%. This experiment didn't result in 

similar So value for the two types of jumps. The rate for the temperature jump was 

0.5''C/min to obtain a similar ramp time to that used in the RH-jump. 

When plot the shift factors, we report the time abscissa ast-ti, which is the time 

from the end of the humidity jump (ramp) or the temperature jump (ramp). 
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3.3.2 Method of analysis 

The creep behavior of the epoxy material studied here could be described by the 

KWW (Kohlrausch[70]-WiUiams-Watts[71]) type equation. 

D(t) = DoeM-)" (3.1) 
To 

where D(t) is the creep compUance, Do is the zero time creep compUance, t is time, TQ 

is a characteristic retardation time, and /? is a parameter related to the breath of the 

retardation spectrum. To describe the transition from the glassy to rubbery regions, 

an alternative representation is 

D(t) = Do + Di{l - exp[-(-)^]} (3.2) 
To 

where Do and /? have the same definition as in Equation 5.7, although their values 

can be different for a given creep curve. Di can be interpreted as the equilibrium 

compliance of the rubbery network. In both equations above, D(t) is determined by 

D(t) = ^ (3.3) 
<7o 

where e(t) is the strain and ao is applied stress. Also from the KWW type expression, 

if ;5 is a constant, creep curves of different retardation time TQ can be shifted to form 

a master curve in reduced time which is defined as 

' •red / .-v V • / 

a(i) 

where a(i) is horizontal shift factor and can be determined by 

a(i} = ^ (3.5) 

where i can be either aging time te, relative humidity (RH) or temperature (T). ro(z)r 

is the reference retardation time. In some instances, small vertical shifts in the creep 

compliance were needed to build the master curve. For the KWW type equation, the 

vertical shift is expressed as 
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where Do(i)r is the reference zero time creep compUance. 

In practice, instead of fitting each creep curve by the KWW type equation, and 

then estimating ro(i) and a(i), the master curve was formed by manual shifting. First, 

a reference curve was selected, which for the time-RH superposition experiments was 

the creep data at 80% RH, and for the physical aging experiments was the creep 

data at the longest aging time. Then, the rest of the creep curves measured either at 

different RH or aging time values were superposed to the reference curve by shifting 

along the time axis. Sometimes vertical shifting was necessary to make a better 

superposition. The errors in the shift factor were estimated from superposing the 

same creep curve to the reference curve multiple times. Other estimates of errors for 

typical aging data can be found in reference [72, 73, 74]. 

When the characteristic retardation time TQ was used in comparing results between 

T-jump and RH-jump experiments, the KWW type equation was used to fit the 

reference creep curve to obtain the To(i)r, and the other To(i) was then determined 

from the superposition as 

To{i) = To(i)r • a{i) (3-7) 

In physical aging experiments, the shift rate p is obtained by constructing the 

plots of loga(ie) versus log(ie) [8], and p is the slope 

d\oga(te) (gg. 
^ d\0g(te) ^ 

3.3.3 Time-relative humidity (RH) superposition 

The creep responses at different relative humidities after 10 h aging are presented 

in Figure 3.17. In the figure, as the relative humidity (RH) increases, the creep 

compliance increases. This is consistent with the previously discussed expectation 

that the increasing plasticizer concentration increases the molecular mobility and de-
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Table 3.2: KWW fitting parameters for the master curve of creep responses measured 
at different relative humidities 

KWW parameters 
Do(Pa- i ) 
D i ( P o - i 

ro(s) 

KWW type equation 
(32 ± 1 ) X 10 ̂ TT 

0.06 ±0.01 
0.22 ±0.01 

Modified KWW equation 
(68 ± 2 ) X 1 0 - " 
(798 ± 4) X 10-1° 

515 ± 6 
0.72 ± 0.03 

creases the glass transition temperature. In addition, the creep compliances at the 

different humidities can be superposed to form a master curve as shown in Figure 

3.18. The master curve extends up to 8 decades upon changing relative humidity 

from 0% to 80%. The good quaUty of superposition also implies that the moisture 

merely shifts the retardation spectrum (L(t)) on the time axis without changing its 

shape. The creep curves measured at 0.5 hr and 1 hr aging time also superposed 

very well. During the superposition of these three sets of data, small vertical shifts 

(\og(b(RH)) were required and the magnitudes were between -0.02 to 0.01.The mag

nitudes of the vertical shifts were randomly (not systematicaUy) distributed versus 

the relative humidities. Also in Figure 3.18, both KWW equation (Equation 5.7) and 

modified KWW equation (Equation 3.2) are used to fit the master curve. The fitting 

parameters are shown in Table 3.2. The KWW equation can only fit the responses 

at shorter times (solid lines), and the modified KWW equation is only applicable to 

the portion of the curve at longer times. A similar fit was shown in the work of CO2 

jump conditions [66]. Since the KWW equation can be used to fit the compliances 

in the short time range and this is the range in which the rest of the physical aging 

experiments in this study were performed, the KWW equation (Equation 5.7) is used 

for data analysis. 

The shift factors (a(RH)) are plotted in Figure 3.19. In the figure, at the highest 

relative humidities (> 60%), different aging times have no obvious effect on the shift 

factors, which indicates that the structure of the system is at equilibrium. However, 

as the relative humidity goes to lower values, the curves begin to depart from a 

Unear relation. This departure depends on the aging time. At short aging times, the 
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departure takes place at high RH, however, as aging time increases, the departure 

point (RH) decreases. These results are similar to creep responses with increasing 

temperature [64]. 

3.3.4 Creep responses during isopiestic structural recovery 

Figures 3.20, 3.21 and 3.22 show the creep responses after RH jumps from 90% 

to 60%, 50%, and 40%, respectively. In these figures, with increasing aging time, 

the creep compliances shift to longer times. This shift implies that accompanying 

the structural recovery, the mobility of the molecules decreases. The creep curves 

measured at different aging times can be superposed onto a master curve along the 

logarithmic aging time scale in accordance with the time-aging time superposition 

principle. Small vertical shifts (logb(te)) were used in forming the master curve, their 

values are in the range of -0.01 to 0.015, and were randomly distributed versus the 

aging time. The increased noise level in Figure 3.22 is due to the system being deeper 

in the glassy state where strains are small and the ratio between noise and strain 

change is larger. 

Figure 3.23 is the plot of shift factor {a(te)) versus aging time. In the figure, as 

the aging RH decreases from 60% to 40%, the slope (p) increases from 0.22 ± 0.01 to 

0.46 ± 0.02. According to Struik [8], the value of p is approximately 1 for physical 

aging deep in the glassy state and in the physical aging range, and is 0 if the system 

is at equilibrium. The values of m measured in the present experiments indicate that 

the system is not far from the glass transition point. As RH decreases, the system is 

deeper in the glassy state. 

Even though the aging-time shift factors are generally plotted versus aging time, 

the underlying determinant factor for the shift is the evolution of structure. Therefore, 

we have cross plotted the aging-time shift factors versus departure from equilibrium 

volume 5{t) = (V(t) - Ko)/Ko in Figure 3.24 for the isopiesitc experiments. The 

volume date come from the results of structural recovery. The curves at different RH 

show approximately the same slopes. This indicates that despite different RH values 
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the shift factors have the approximately the same dependence on volume (slope = 

680 ± 40). Similar curves are also provided subsequently for asymmetry of approach, 

memory experiments and comparison between T-jump and RH-jump conditions. 

3.3.5 Creep response in memory experiments 

Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show the results of memory experiments of the system 

initially at non-equilibrium states 30% and 40% RH where partial structural recovery 

occurred prior to jumping up to 50%. The creep compUances in both histories initially 

shift to shorter times and then shift to longer times with increasing aging time. This 

back and forth shift of the curves results from the mobility of the molecules first 

increasing and then decreasing. This is as expected as there is a volume peak in the 

structural recovery measurements for the same memory experiment (see Figure 3.4). 

The creep curves at different aging times can also be superposed to form a master 

curve. During superposition, vertical shifts (log6(te)) with magnitudes between 

0.003 to 0.02 were appUed. Again there was no trend of the vertical shifts with aging 

time. When plotting the shift factors (a(te)) versus aging time as illustrated in Figure 

3.27, the shift factors goes through a maximum and then decreases to approximately 

join the isopiestic creep compliance shift factors measured at the same final relative 

humidity. The behavior is analoguous to those measured by changing temperature 

histories, and is also similar to the data of Han and McKenna [75] in their preliminary 

relative Uumidity jump experiments. In Figure 3.28, the shift factors are also plotted 

versus departure from equilibrium (6). The slope 680 ±80 is similar to that observed 

for the isopiestic experiments (see Figure 3.24). 

3.3.6 Creep responses in asymmetry of approach experiments 

Figures 3.29 and 3.30 are the results of asymmetry of approach experiments. We 

see in Figure 3.29 that after the RH was jumped from 65%, where the system was at 

equilibrium, to 50%, the creep curves shift to longer times as aging time increases. In 

Figure 3.30, we see that after the RH was jumped from 35%, where the system was 

at equilibrium, to 50%, the creep curves shift to shorter time as aging time increases. 
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These results are expected because during structural recovery after a down-jump, the 

molecular mobility decreases, while it increases after an up-jump experiment. 

The creep curves for both up- and down-jumps at different aging times can be 

superposed to form a master curve. During superposition, vertical shifts (log b(te)) 

with magnitudes between —0.02 to 0.03 were applied. Similar to previous experi

ments, the vertical shifts were small and showed no trend with aging time. Plotting 

the shift factors {a(te)) versus aging time for both up- and down-jump in Figure 3.31, 

even for the same magnitude of jumps, the shift factors in the up-jump experiment 

shows a larger change than those from down-jumps for the same aging times. This 

difference implies that, within the time window for the measurements, the up-jump 

has more volume change than the down-jump. The asymmetry of approach in shift 

factor (a(te)) is due to the non-linear nature of the structural recovery in the glass and 

has been interpreted to be due to the relaxation time depending on the instantaneous 

structure of the glass [6]. A recent work by Lacks suggests an alternative mechanism 

based the first principles of inherent structure of energy landscape for the asymmetry 

of approach [76]. A direct measurement of the volumetric asymmetry of approach in 

RH jump experiments was shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.32 shows the dependence 

of shift factor (a(te)) on departure from equilibrium 6. The up-jump results shows 

approximately same dependence as down jump (slope = 610 ± 40) on volume. This 

result is also similar to the other histories. 

Figure 3.33 depicts the shift factors from isopiestic experiments, memory ex

periments and asymmetry approach plotted together versus departure from equi

Ubrium ((5).They show approximately the same dependence on structure (average 

slope = 640 ± 80). The result is similar to work reported by Struik [8] for the tem

perature histories. 

3.3.7 Comparison between creep compliances of T-jump and RH-jump experiments 

Figure 3.34 shows the creep results in the RH-jump experiment from 75% to 50% 

at 60°C, and Figure 3.35 shows the creep results in the T-jump experiment from 75''C 
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Table 3.3: KWW fitting parameters for physical aging creep responses of T-jump 
from 75°C to 60°C at 50%, and of RH-jump from 75% to 50% at eO^C 

KWW parameters 
Do(Pa-i) 

To(s) 

RH-jump 
(9.1 ±0.4) X 10-1" 

281 ± 27 
0.27 ±0.02 

T-jump 
(6.0 ±0.1) X 10-1" 

275 ± 25 
0.26 ±0.01 

to 60^0 at 50% RH. The initial So for the two systems are the same. By fitting the 

creep responses at the longest aging time with the KWW equation, the characteristic 

relaxation time To for the RH-jump is 281 (s) and that for T-jump is 275 (s). The 

other KWW parameters and fitting errors are listed in Table 3.3. The rest of the To at 

different aging times were evaluated by Equation 3.7. Figure 3.36 shows the results 

of log(To) as a function of aging time for both temperature and relative humidity 

jumps. In the figure, the value p = 0.29 ±0.2 for the T-jump conditions is larger than 

/i = 0.18 ± 0.02 for the RH jump conditions. The errors in the figure are mainly the 

errors from KWW curve fitting. Also, at the initial stage of physical aging, TO in the 

T-jump experiment is about half of that in the RH jump experiment. The bending of 

the curves at the long aging time indicates that systems approaching equilibrium. The 

difference in the retardation times between T-jump and RH-jump conditions indicates 

that molecular mobility after the T-jump is larger than that after the RH-jump. 

A plot of retardation times versus S is shown in Figure 3.37. In the figure, at 

the same S, the retardation times after the T-jump is smaller than that after the 

RH-jump, which again indicates that the glass formed by the T-jump has a higher 

molecular mobility than that formed by the RH-jump history. 

Similar results are also obtained for the experiments at 65°C. The retardation 

times of physical aging for the glass formed in the T-jump from 80°C to 65°C at 

40% RH are compared with those for the glass formed in the RH-jump from 90% 

to 40% at 65''C in Figure 3.38. In the figure, the retardation times for the system 

after the T-jump reaches the equilibrium value much faster than that after the RH 

jump. This is consistent with the volume recovery behavior observed in the same final 
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conditions (see Figure 3.6). However, it is interesting to note that even though the 

retardation times for the system after T-jump become larger than for the system after 

the RH-jump after an aging time of approximately 4000s, the physical aging process 

for the system of T-jump is still faster than that of RH-jump. Figure 3.39 shows the 

results of retardation times versus departure from equilibrium (S) measured at the 

same conditions. Similar to Figure 3.37, the glass formed by the T-jump has a higher 

molecular mobility than that formed by the RH-jump history. 

For the experiments with final condition 60°C and 50% RH, the average value of 

the dependence of retardation times on structure (—d\oga(te)/dS or —dlogTo/dS ) for 

the RH-jumps is 605 ±80. For the T-jump, the value of the dependence of retardation 

time on the structure is 1410 ± 20. As for the experiments with final condition 65^0 

and 40% RH, the value of dependence of retardation times on structure for the RH-

jump is 220 ± 16. For the T-jump, the value of dependence of retardation times 

on structure is 1672 ± 267. It is necessary to remark here that the data for the 

physical aging and those for the structural recovery are from different experiments 

and samples. 
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Figure 3.1: Volume change during relative humidity down ramps at three different 
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at 90% RH and 55°C. 
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Figure 3.22: Creep responses after a RH-jump from 90% to 40% at 60°C. The master 
curve was offset by two decades for clarity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NON-LINEAR TNM-KAHR MODEL 

4.1 Introduction to TNM-KAHR model 

Amorphous polymers below their glass transition temperature Tg, are inherently 

not at equiUbrium. As a consequence, their structures continuously relax in an at

tempt to reach the equilibrium state. The TNM-KAHR model [2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 12] 

is known to provide a reasonable representation of the structural recovery behavior 

of glassy materials [77]. Based on the pioneering work of Tool [2, 3, 4], the kinet

ics of structural recovery in the glassy state depends on both the temperature and 

the instantaneous structure of the glass. The characteristic relaxation time r evolves 

during structural recovery and can be expressed as a function of temperature (T) and 

structure in terms of either departure from equiUbrium S or fictive temperature (Tf). 

The expression for r in terms of S was originally expressed in the KAHR model 

[12]: 

T(T, S) = To exp(-9(T - Tr)) exp( - ( l - x)eS/Aa) (4.1) 

where x is the nonUnearity parameter first introduced by Moynihan [10, 11], ^ is a 

normaUzed activation energy and has units of (1/T), Tr is the reference temperature, 

To is the relaxation time at the reference temperature, and Aa = ai - Oig is the 

difference between the coefficient of thermal expansion in the liquid state (ai) and 

the glassy state (ag). This expression is used to model volumetric responses during 

structural recovery. 

The expression for r in terms of Tf was originally expressed in the TNM model 

[2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11]: 

^ xAh* (l-x)Ah* 
l n r = l n ^ + - ^ - f ^ - ^ 5 ^ (4-2) 

where x is the same as in Equation 4.1 Ah* is an activation energy, R is the gas con-
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stant, and In^l is a constant. Tf is the fictive temperature which was first introduced 

by Tool [2, 3] as a measure of the structure of the glass. Equations 4.1 and 4.2 are 

approximately equivalent when applied in the range T ̂  Tg ̂  Tf. This has been 

shown by Hodge [15]. 

In an analogy to viscoelasticity, Bolzmann superposition is assumed to be appli

cable during the cooling and heating of glassy materials in reduced time [9]. Further

more, the relaxation time of the glass forming system is believed to consist of a spec

trum of relaxation times. Moynihan introduced a stretched exponential Kohlrausch-

WiUiams-Watts [71] equation to represent the relaxation response [10]. Weaving these 

ideas together, a model to describe the glass transition and structural recovery can 

be formed in terms of either S or Tf. 

In KAHR model, S as a, function of aging time can be expressed as [12] 

5(z) = -Aar reM-i^^^f)^dz' (4.3) 
70 "̂0 dz 

' = Jo ^^a>m ^ '̂̂ ^ 

where TQ is the pre-factor in Equation 4.1; /3 is the non-exponentiality parameter, ar 

and as are temperature and structure shift factors respectively and can be obtained 

from Equation 4.1. 

In TNM model, Tf as a function of aging time is expressed as 

Tf(T, t)=To+ dT'{l - exp[-( / dT"/qTf]} (4.5) 

where To is initial temperature, q is cooling or heating rate, /? is the non-exponential 

parameter, and r is relaxation time from Equation 4.2. During aging, the second 

integral term in the equation is replaced with a time integral {dTjq is replaced by 

dt). 

In the TNM-KAHR model, there are four independent parameters, the pre-exponential 

factor InA or IUT, the non-exponential parameter 0, the apparent activation energy 

Ah*/R or e (= Ah*/RT^^j) and the non-linearity parameter x. Generally, Ah * /R 
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or e can be determined from the dependence of Tg on cooling rate [12, 15, 78, 79], 

InA or InT can be determined from AK/R and Tg at a given cooUng rate [15], and 

13 can be estimated from structural relaxation experiments for linear temperature 

jumps [80] or dynamic experiments using linear temperature osciUations [81, 82]. It 

is not widely agreed that x can be obtained independently. Therefore, it is common 

practice to obtain the nonlinearity parameter x and non-exponential parameter (3 by 

nonlinear curve fitting of the TNM model to DSC traces that exhibit an enthalpy 

overshoot. The TNM-KAHR model is structured such that the four parameters are 

independent of each other and independent of thermal history However, when fitting 

to the experimental data, the model parameters are not statistically independent, 

and this leads to, e.g., correlations between x and (3 [15, 83, 84], and a dependence 

of X and /? on thermal history [85, 86]. 

Therefore, a robust means has been sought to determine x from independent mea

surements. Several methods have been proposed to evaluate the nonlinearity param

eter X from experimental data. The following section will introduce these approaches 

with a focus on the so-called peak-shift method. 

4.2 Determining nonUnear parameter x from experimental data 

4.2.1 Introduction 

In order to evaluate x, Lagasse et al. [87] proposed the temperature step method, 

which requires two instantaneous temperature jumps. Kovacs [88] criticized this 

method because the proposed method requires an instantaneous temperature jump 

that is impossible to obtain in practice. Malek [89] used the initial portion of the 

isothermal volume relaxation curve to estimate the x. This method requires a fast pro

cess to reach thermal equilibrium after a temperature change. The common dilatome-

ter cannot reach thermal equilibrium at the rate that this method demands. Also, 

data from DSC measurements exhibit large scatter in the initial portions of the re

laxation and cannot be used with Malek's method. Avramov et al. [90, 91] proposed 

another method, which is based on the heating rate dependence of Tf. This method 
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utilizes the slope of 1/Tg versus heating rate q by assuming that Tf will not change 

during the heating ramp until T « Tg ?x T/ is reached. This can only be applied 

to a glass formed by extremely slow cooling in which no aging takes place, which is 

impractical in reality. In addition, the method has been criticized by Crichton and 

Moynihan [92] and by Hutchinson and Ruddy [93] for not properly accounting for 

the non-exponential nature of structural recovery. A method for evaluating x based 

on the onset temperature was proposed by Grenet [94], which is the temperature at 

which on heating, the glass starts to approach equilibrium. TUe onset temperature 

shifts to higher temperature with increasing aging time. The slope of the onset tem

perature versus aging time is presumably related to the nonlinearity parameter x. 

This method is quite similar to the peak shift method [95], which is analyzed here. 

We suggest that our conclusions on the applicability of the peak-shift method also 

extend to the method of Grenet. 

In 1988, Hutchinson and Ruddy proposed a method referred to as the peak-shift 

method (PSM), to obtain x by an independent experiment [95]. In the peak-shift 

method, one takes advantage of the observation, depicted from model calculations 

in Figure 4.1, that aging of a glassy polymer below the glass transition and then 

subsequent heating leads to an enthalpy overshoot in a DSC measurement. The peak 

of the enthalpy overshoot shifts to higher temperatures Unearly with aging (structural 

recovery) and is related to the value of x in the method proposed by Hutchinson and 

Ruddy. There are other possible peaks that may arise in certain structural recovery 

experiments [12, 78, 79, 95, 96, 97, 98], but it is this main peak and how it shifts that 

is important for the peak-shift method. 

The temperature of the heat capacity main peak (Tp) as a function of structural 

recovery is shown in Figure 4.2 based on the published data of Hutchinson and Ruddy 

[95]. The X-axis is the change of the fictive temperature during structural recovery, 

ATf = T'f-Tf, where T J is the fictive temperature of the unaged glass. According 

to Hutchinson and Ruddy, one should be able to obtain x from the slope of the peak 

temperature versus ATf for well-stabilized glasses [79, 95]. 
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Figure 4.3 shows the master curve for the evaluation of x reported by Kovacs et 

al. and later used by Hutchinson and Ruddy in the peak-shift method [79, 95]. In the 

figure, the slope of the curve for peak temperature (Tp) versus ATf is plotted against 

the nonlinearity parameter x. The master curve was suggested to be the upper limit 

for the plot of the slope of the curve of peak temperature versus ATf at each x for 

all possible /3 (0 < P < 1) [79]. The master curve is best described by the following 

equation [78, 79, 95]: 

limS(D)^ f(x)^x-^-l (4.6) 

where S is the slope of asymptotic line for the curve of peak temperature versus 

ATf in Figure 4.2, D = OASn/ACp is the normalized structural recovery, 9 is the 

dimensionless activation energy (Ah*/RTg), ASH is the departure from equilibrium 

(Hi — H(t), where H(t) is the enthalpy of the glass and Hi is the initial enthalpy), 

and ACp is the difference in the heat capacity between the liquid and glass. Both the 

master curve and Equation 4.6 have been suggested to be valid in the limit of well 

stabilized glasses [79, 95]. However, here it will be demonstrated that this upper limit 

does not truly exist even when the aging temperature is close to the glass transition 

temperature. As the aging temperature decreases, the actual peak-shift slope versus 

x curve lies above the master curve used by Hutchinson and Ruddy. 

In order to use the peak-shift method, Hutchinson and Ruddy claimed that the 

sample must be well-stabilized before reheating, but they did not define the extent 

of stabilization [95]. We take the extent of stabilization to be the ratio of the current 

relaxation to the total possible relaxation: 

. = ^ ^ (4.7) 
ATftot ^ ' 

where ATftot is the difference between the fictive temperature of unaged glass (T/j) 

and aging temperature (T^). The data of Hutchinson and Ruddy in Figure 4.2 show 

that for polystyrene aged at 85°C the extent of stabilization before reheating is about 
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68% and for the material aged at 75°C the extent of stabilization is only about 36%. It 

is obviously ambiguous what the limit for a well-stabiUzed sample is. Well-stabilized 

could simply mean that the sample should follow the glass line on heating, but again, 

this is not clear. 

A typical plot of peak temperature (Tp) versus ATf is shown in Figure 4.4 using 

a TNM-KAHR model simulation. As seen in the Figure 4.4, Tp is not linear in 

ATf, and the curve, instead of asymptotically approaching the straight dotted Une 

defined by the master curve of Hutchinson and Ruddy, it is tangential to it only at 

intermediate values of ATf. The departure from the straight line at the end of the 

curve increases as the aging temperature moves to a lower temperature (i.e., as ATf 

increases). Interestingly, the curvature seen in Figure 4.4 is difficult to discern in 

the actual experimental data, possibly due to the amount of scatter in the data of 

Tp versus ASH (equivalent to ATf) [95, 99, 100]. Most often the data are plotted 

as Tp versus log(ta), and this is, similarly, usually straight in the range of interest 

[101, 102]. The other possibility is that a lack of curvature in the data indicates a 

problem with the model that is independent of the peak-shift method. We add that 

the nonlinearity seen in our model simulations is consistent with the calculations from 

Ramos, Hutchinson and Kovacs [79]. Regardless, from the view of the model, this 

lack of linearity can introduce errors into the value of x obtained from the peak shift 

method. 

The peak-shift method has been used to determine the nonlinearity parameter 

X for several organic glass forming materials as well as inorganic materials [93, 100, 

103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. Some of the results are consistent to those 

obtained from curve fitting, some are not. The x for polystyrene obtained from the 

peak-shift method is 0.46 ±0.02 [95] consistent with the value 0.48 obtained from the 

curve fitting procedure [15]. Nonethelss, Simon et al. [Ill] obtained a smaller value 

0.36 than that from peak-shift method for polystyrene. The x obtained for poly(vinyl 

chloride) from the peak-shift method is 0.24 ± 0.03 [99], and is much larger than the 

value of 0.10 determined by the curve fitting method [15]. Inorganic silver iodide 
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(50%) containing glasses have values of x from the peak-shift method of 0.68 ± 0.02 

[100], in contrast to the values of 0.53 to 0.55 from curve fitting [15, 112]. A study 

of several types of sugars also shows that the value of x obtained from the peak-shift 

method is higher than those obtained from curve fitting [109]. In addition, parallel 

experiments carried out on the same epoxy in different laboratories resulted in values 

of X of 0.39 and 0.45 based on the peak-shift method [107]. The discrepancies between 

the two laboratories were attributed to a difference in the degree of thermal lag in 

the two different kinds of DSC (power compensated versus heat flux) used indicating 

that the peak-shift method is very sensitive to the shape of the enthalpy overshoot. 

This same problem could occur for curve fitting if thermal lag is not accounted for. 

These discrepancies between x obtained from curve fitting and from the peak-shift 

method suggest further analysis of the peak-shift method is warranted. The goal of 

this analysis is to determine the magnitude of error associated with determining x 

from the peak shift method and how that error depends on various factors. In order 

to evaluate the errors introduced into the value of x by the peak-shift method, a 

parametric analysis is carried out to estimate the influences of experimental conditions 

and model parameters. Also the peak shift method is compared with curve fitting 

method for obtaining the values of x and /3. 

4.2.2 Simulation of the DSC data 

The overall objective of this analysis is to use simulated experimental data to 

evaluate the peak-shift method. The simulated DSC experiments was performed 

by using a previously written Visual Basic computer program [113]. The simulated 

experiment is made up of the following three steps: (1) cooUng the sample from 

above Tg to an aging temperature T^, below Tg at rate qr, (2) isothermal aging at the 

aging temperature for a specified time (ta)] and (3) heating the sample from Ta to 

a temperature higher than Tg at rate 92- The heat capacity trace from the heating 

scan in the third step is used for the analysis. The TNM-KAHR model parameters 

and experimental parameters used in the simulations are Usted in the Table 4.1. For 
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Ah'/R{K) 

39,900 

Tab] 
ln(a/s) 

-125 

e4.1 
X 

0.15 

0.20 

0.25 

0.30 

0.35 

0.40 

0.50 

0.60 

0.70 

Model parameters used 
0 

0.300 

0.456 

0.600 

TgCC) 

34.7 

T:,{°C) 

2i.7{Tg - 10) 

14.7(Tg - 20) 

4.7(T9 - 30) 

in parametric analysis 
a 

20% - 35% 

40% - 60% 

85% - 95% 

qi{K/min) 

5 

q2{K/min) 

20 

comparison, typical parameters for poly(vinyl acetate) are x = 0.35 and ^ = 0.57 [82]. 

In the parametric analysis, the activation energy (Ah*) and pre-exponential factor 

(In A) are kept constant because they have little effect on the slope of the curve of the 

peak temperature versus structural recovery [78, 79]. The aging times were chosen 

such that the extent of structural recovery or stability ranges from 20% to 95% of the 

total possible recovery (0.2 < a < 0.95). 

4.2.3 Analysis of simulated experiments 

The objective is to compare the x used in the simulated DSC experiment with 

the value of x obtained from a peak-shift analysis of the same data. The peak-

shift method uses the slope of the peak temperature versus the extent of structural 

recovery to obtain x. We define the extent of structural recovery in terms of fictive 

temperature (AT/), which is equivalent to the enthalpy loss (ASH) used by Hutchinson 

and Ruddy. ASH and AT; are related through the difference in the heat capacity 

between the liquid and glass (ACp): 

ASH = H,- H(t) = ACp[Tf, - Tf(t)\ = ACpATf (4.8) 

where H, is the enthalpy of the unaged glass, H is the enthalpy of the aged glass, 

and Tfi is the fictive temperature of the unaged glass. The slope S relevant to the 

peak-shift method is then given by 
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dT dT 
^ " ^^^^M^^"^ ' ^ -^^ = ( ^ ) 9 l , T a , , 2 - (4.9) 

Figure 4.3 or Equation 4.6 is then used to obtain the value of x from the peak shift 

method based on the value of 5 calculated from the simulated data. 

In addition to obtaining x from the peak-shift method, we also curve fit the simu

lated DSC heating scans. A nonUnear fitting program was coded in a way similar to 

that outlined by Moynihan, Hodge and many other authors [10, 11, 114, 115]. Prior 

to fitting, random error was added to the simulated data. The magnitude of the error 

was 0%, 10%, 20%. Curve fitting was done in two ways. In the first method, x and 

(3 are both fit, given that AH* and lnj4 can be determined experimentally. In the 

second method, only (3 is fit and x is taken to be that determined from the peak-shift 

method. The fitting program scans all the possible combinations of x and /? within 

the given range of each parameter. In this way, a local minimum can be avoided. The 

precision is two significant figures after the decimal. 

4.2.4 Results 

We showed in Figure 4.4 that the plot of the peak temperature versus the extent of 

structural recovery is curved, and hence, the peak-shift slope (S) depends on the range 

of aging times over which the slope is evaluated. The effect of aging time on the peak-

shift slope is shown explicitly in Figure 4.5, in which the slope obtained for various 

ranges of aging times is plotted versus the actual value of x (xinput to simulation). 

In addition, the master curve suggested by Hutchinson and Ruddy (Equation 4.6) 

is also shown. It is clear that if one obtains the slope from data and then uses the 

master curve to predict x, considerable error is incurred except for data obtained at 

an extent of stabilization from 85 to 95%. This can be seen clearly in Figure 4.6 

where the value of x obtained from the peak-shift method (XPSM) is plotted versus 

Xinpat- We note that the error in x obtained by the peak-shift method is reported to 

be better than 0.05 [95] (the same as the reported error obtained from curve fitting 

[15]). Figures 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate that for (3 = 0.456 and Ta = Tg - 30°C, this 
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is valid for all x values at high extents of stabilization, but it is valid only for small 

X values {x < 0.3) at moderate extents of stabiUzation. However, high extents of 

stabilization cannot be obtained experimentally at this aging temperature. Results 

for other aging temperatures are discussed subsequently. 

Prom Figure 4.5, the peak-shift slope versus x curves move toward the master 

curve as the extent of stabilization increases. However, the master curve is not the 

upper limit of those curves as suggested by Ramos, Hutchinson, and Kovacs [79]. 

In fact, in Figure 4.6, and for values of Xinput < 0.4, xpsM moves from being over 

estimated values to being under estimated values as the extent of structural recovery 

increases. This result indicates that no theoretical "master curve" exists. 

The error in the values of x obtained from the peak-shift method also varies with 

the magnitude of /3. Figure 4.7 shows the peak-shift slope versus x curves measured 

at different /? for the same extent of stabilization. All curves were calculated at 

Tg — 30°C, over a range of extent of stabilization from approximately 85% to 95%. 

The curves move upward as /? increases. This result is consistent with early works of 

Ramos, Hutchinson and Kovacs [79]. Figure 4.7 clearly shows that the master curve 

is not an upper limit for the peak-shift slope versus x curve for well stabilized samples 

when P is large. The error in x obtained by the peak-shift method as a function of (3 

is shown in Figure 4.8. 

In the paper by Ramos, Hutchinson, and Kovacs [79], the authors suggested that 

low aging temperatures and large structural recovery will diminish the error intro

duced by the peak-shift method due to the infiuence of /?. However, Hutchinson and 

Ruddy [95] also suggested that the accuracy of the peak-shift method is independent 

of aging temperature. Figure 4.9 shows the relationship between the peak-shift slope 

{S) and X for different aging temperatures with the extent of stabilization being 85% 

to 95%. The value of xpsu is dependent on the aging temperature in contradiction to 

Hutchinson and Ruddy's assertion, even when the extent of stabilization is high. (It 

is noted that at low aging temperatures, such a high value of a is not experimentally 

feasible.) The error in x as a function of aging temperature can be seen in Figure 4.10. 
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When the aging temperature is close to the glass transition temperature, x may be 

overestimated even for a well-stabiUzed sample. On the other hand, x can be under

estimated for low aging temperatures. This again demonstrates that no theoretical 

"master curve" exists. 

The peak shift method has been shown in the above analysis not to determine 

X correctly. The absolute errors are in the range from -0.05 to 0.20 in contradiction 

to Ramos, Hutchinson and Kovacs claim that x can be determined to within 0.05 

[79] (Recall that 0 < x < 1). Figure 4.11 demonstrates the impact of errors in x 

on simulated DSC heating scans. Small errors in x result in large differences in the 

position and height of the overshoot. Hence, it is expected that an error in x will 

introduce large errors in j3 when the value of XPSM is used to curve fit /3. Figure 4.12 

shows the errors in (3 as a function of the error in x for (3 ranging from 0.45 to 0.65, 

Tg — 30°C and 1 x 10^ seconds. Since the range of x for most polymers is between 

0.2 and 0.6, in the following analysis, a mean value of 0.4 was selected. The errors 

in 13 range from approximately 0.1 to 0.2 for errors in a; of 0.05. Positive errors have 

more influence on the value of (3 than negative errors. In the investigated range, (3 is 

very sensitive to x, and this result is consistent with the observation of Tribone et al. 

[116]. Furthermore, from the plot, x and (3 are correlated, as has been observed by 

Hodge and other authors [15, 85]. 

FinaUy, the peak shift method (PSM) is compared with the two-parameter curve-

fitting method for determining the kinetic parameter, /? and x. Table 4.2 shows 

the values of x and 13 from a two-parameter curve fit for three pairs of x and /? for 

simulations of one DSC experiment. The parameters used in the simulation are also 

given. Essentially, almost no errors are observed in a; or /3 for the simulations made 

when the two-parameter curve fitting approach is used. Also shown in the table are 

the values of x from the peak-shift method and the values of /? obtained by one-

parameter curve-fitting. The values of j3 are approximately 0.1 to 0.2 higher than the 

input values because x is approximately 0.1 to 0.2 overestimated by the peak-shift 

method for these simulations. From the results in Table 4.2, the peak-shift method 
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Table 4.2: Comparison between the results from curve fitting both parameters and 
the results obtained from curve fitting /? for x = XPSM-

Experimental Error 

0% 

10% 

20% 

Input Data 
Curve-fitting method 

Peak-shift method 
Curve-fitting method 

Peak-shift method 
Curve-fitting method 

Peak-shift method 

X 

0.20 
0.20 
0.29 
0.20 
0.28 
0.20 
0.28 

/5 
0.35 
0.35 
0.48 
0.35 
0.46 
0.35 
0.46 

X 

0.40 
0.40 
0.47 
0.40 
0.48 
0.37 
0.49 

P 
0.46 
0.46 
0.63 
0.46 
0.46 
0.41 
0.70 

X 

0.70 
0.70 
0.84 
0.70 
0.86 
0.70 
0.94 

/? 
0.65 
0.65 
0.86 
0.65 
0.87 
0.65 
0.84 

For simulations,A/i7i? = 39.900,ln(A/s) = -125 ,Tg = M.TC and Ta = Tg- 30°C. 

can be seen to give higher values of x and of (3 than the values obtained from the 

curve fitting method for the same set of experimental data. This result is in line with 

the observations discussed in the introduction section [15, 99, 100, 109, 112]. 

4.2.5 Discussion 

The peak shift method is, at best, an approximate method for the evaluation of 

values of the nonlinearity parameter x. The reason the method is an approximation 

is due to the fact that the curves of peak temperature versus the degree of isothermal 

recovery are not linear at high extent of stabilization (a). (See Figure 4.4, in which 

the dashed line corresponding to Equation 4.6 and the Master curve is shown along 

with the simulated data.) The error introduced by the peak shift method depends 

on the value of x and the range of aging time used for the analysis (Figures 4.4, 4.5 

and 4.6), the value of the non-exponential parameter (3 (Figures 4.7 and 4.8), and the 

aging temperature (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). If we assume the errors from the extent 

of stabilization (a), non-exponential parameter (/3) and aging temperature (T^) are 

independent of each other, then the total error for this method, the summation of the 

three independent errors, can be expressed in the following form [117]: 

Ax(P, Ta, a) = {§-),,. • ATa + ( | ^ ) , , r . • Aa + ( | ) . . , . • A/? (4.10) 

where AT„ = T„ - Taref, Aa = a - aref, and A(3 = P - Pref- The reference 

values are the values where Figure 4.3 or Equation 4.6 can be used to estimate the 
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correct value of x. For example, if the peak-shift method is appUed on a material 

(x = 0.4,^ = 0.3, T„ = Tp - 20<'C7, and a = 50% - 60%), the three independent 

errors introduced into x by the peak-shift method are of the same magnitude being 

0.07, 0.06, and 0.06, respectively, and the total error is 0.19. (The reference condition 

for the peak-shift method is approximately pref = 0.456, Taref = Tg - 30''C and 

aref = 85% - 95%). In general, within the analysis range of x, P and Tg - Ta used for 

this analysis, the error in value of x introduced by this method ranges from -0.05 to 

0.20. 

As already stated, Ramos et al. [79] argued that low T^ values as well as large 

structural relaxation might balance the error caused by a small non-exponential pa

rameter p. Their argument, although correct for some Ta values, is not general. In 

fact, if Ta is too low, the peak-shift slope versus x curve goes above the master curve 

when the sample is well stabilized. Therefore, the accuracy of the peak-shift method 

is not necessarily improved by performing measurements at low temperature. 

In our simulated experiments, the modelled endothermal peak temperature ver

sus the extent of the structural recovery (Tp versus ATf) is not linear. Experimental 

results reported in the literature are inconsistent with the simulated nonlinear rela

tionship between Tp and structural recovery (AT/) [100, 101, 102]. Two possibiUties 

exist: (1) there is a problem with the TNM-KAHR model, and (2) the models are 

correct, since the curvature of the Tp versus AT/ is small, and the aging time for 

structural recovery is not long enough in the experiments to give a linear relation

ship. Either possibility will result in errors in x using the peak-shift method because 

the method depends on a master curve that whose existence is simply not supported 

by the simulations provided here. The results of curve fitting for a single value of P 

with xpsM, show that using XPSM may generate significant errors. Therefore, using 

xpsM for the evaluation of P is recommended. Prom the results of Table 4.2, for a 

given level of experimental noise, the peak-shift method results in larger x values and 

larger errors than the curve-fitting method. 

To summarize, results of analysis on the peak shift method shows that curvature of 
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Tp versus AT/ leads to uncertainty in x even for well-stabilized glasses. The variability 

in the error in x ranges from -0.05 to 0.20 (recall 0 < a; < 1). Model simulations 

show that the Hutchinson and Ruddy [95] master curve is not a good representation 

of the peak-shift slope S versus x for most conditions examined here. Also their 

master curve is not an upper limit to S versus x. It is clear that upon addition of 

random error to the data produced by the simulated DSC experiments, the curve 

fitting method of Hodge [15] and Moynihan [10] gives better values for both x and 

P than does the peak-shift method. In sum, while the peak-shift method gives the 

appearance of providing an independent measurement of the nonlinearity parameter 

X in the TNM-KAHR model, in fact, the method introduces errors in x that can be as 

large as 50%. Furthermore, the errors introduced depend on the degree of aging (a), 

the values of P and Ta. It is the conclusion of the current work that the curve fitting 

method is preferable to the peak-shift method for finding parameters estimated in 

the TNM-KAHR model. 

4.3 Extension of KAHR model to RH-jump conditions 

In this section, the KAHR model is extended to isothermal relative humidity 

histories by simply replacing T, Tr, 0 and A O T with RH, RHr, 6RH, and AORH in 

Equations 4.1 and 4.4. 9RH is a dimensionless parameter because there is no dimension 

for relative humidity. AapH is the difference of hygrothermal (RH) expansion rate 

between the equilibrium rubber and non-equilibrium glassy states. 

In the modelling, Aar was measured from temperature down-ramp experiments 

and the AapH was obtained from relative humidity down-ramp experiments. The 

values are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, and depend on temperature. For the reference 

relaxation time in Equation 4.1, 100 s was used for the transition region [15]. 9RH, 

the nonlinearity parameter x and the non-exponentiality parameter P were obtained 

through curve-fitting the experimental data with a fitting program based on the 

KAHR model and written in C++. The program is included in Appendix A. 

Two ways of curve fitting were practiced in this study: 
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1. A set of intrinsic isopiestic curves were fitted simultaneously to give the model 

parameters for the overall best fit. Then the model parameters were used to calculate 

asymmetry of approach and memory effect [HI]. 

2. A set of asymmetry of approach curves were fitted simultaneously to obtain 

the model parameters for the overall best fit. The model parameters were used to 

calculate memory effect and intrinsic isopiestics [77]. For the temperature jumps, 

only this method was used. 

A common practice for such calculations assumes a perfect jump of either tem

perature or relative humidity. In this modelling, since the rate of change was far less 

than a jump, we instead calculated the ramps using a step size of 0.2°C during tem

perature jumps and 0.5% during relative humidity jumps. The time interval during 

structural relaxation was 5 seconds in the calculations. However, only the data from 

the structural recovery portions of the curves was used in the curve fits themselves. 

Based on the model parameters obtained from the asymmetry of approach curves or 

modeling method 2, a quantitative comparison between RH-jump and T-jump results 

was performed by using the concept of the isothermal volume sensitivity (SS). This 

concept was originally proposed by Struik [8] and elaborated by McKenna and Kovacs 

[118], and can be expressed in terms of the TNM-KAHR model parameters as 

- ^ = SS = (l-x)9/Aa (4.11) 
ad 

where x and 9 are the same parameters as in Equation 4.1. The higher the value of 

SS, the more sensitive is the rate of structural recovery to the current structure. 

The results of the model calculations are plotted together with the experimental 

data in Figures 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15. Comparing the model calculations with the 

experimental results, if the model parameters from the asymmetry of approach ex

periment are appUed, the calculated S (dashed lines) is higher than the experimental 

data for the memory experiment and the intrinsic isopiestics. If the model parame

ters are determined from the intrinsic isopiestics, the calculated S is lower than the 

experimental data for the memory experiments and the asymmetry of approach ex-
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Table 4.3: Curve fitting parameters for the TNM-KAHR Model by fitting intrinsic 
isopiestic curves (methodl). 

X 

p 
GRH 

'Trefis) 

AaRH(/%RE) 

RHref 

RH-jump at 60°C 
0.07 ±0.02 
0.23 ±0.01 
0.06 ±0.01 

100 
(1.77 ±0.02) X 10-^ 

65 ± 1% 

RH-jump at 65^0 
0.05 ± 0.02 
0.26 ±0.01 
0.08 ±0.01 

100 
(2.09 ± 0.04) X 10-^ 

60 ± 1% 

Table 4.4: Curve fitting parameters for the TNM-KAHR model by fitting asymmetry 
of approach curves (method2) 

X 

p 
eRH, OT(I/K) 

Tref(s) 

AaRH(/%RH), AaT(l/K) 

RHref, Tref(K) 

SS (volume sensitivity) 

RH-jump at 60°C 

0.34 ± 0.02 

0.26 ±0 .01 

0.16 ±0 .01 

100 

(1.77 ±0.02) X IQ-^ 

65 ± 1% 

597 ± 41 

RH-jump at 65°C 

0.17 ±0.02 

0.26 ± 0.01 

0.16 ±0 .01 

100 

(2.09 ± 0.04) X lO-* 

60 ± 1% 

635 ± 43 

T-jump at 50% 

0.17 ±0.02 

0.32 ±0 .01 

0.46 ±0 .01 

100 

(3.00 ± 0.02) X 10-* 

338.2 ± 0.5 

1273 ± 42 

periments. This result implies that the model parameters are history-dependent for 

its application in RH-jump experiments. Similar results have been found in T-jump 

conditions and represent a known problem of the TNM-KAHR model [118]. 

To estimate the volume sensitivity in the T-jump and RH-jump behaviors at the 

same final conditions, we used the TNM-KAHR model to curve fit asymmetry of ap

proach data in T-jump and RH-jump conditions and compared the model parameters. 

The fitted curves are shown in Figure 4.16, and the model parameters are listed in 

Table 4.4. The differences between T-jump and RH-jump can then be expressed in 

terms of the non-exponentiality parameter P and volume sensitivity SS (see Equation 

4.11) which includes the contributions from 9 and x. The values of P and sS after 

the T-jump are 0.32 ± 0.01 and 1273 ± 41, respectively, and these are larger than the 

parameters of 0.26 ± 0.01 and 597 ± 41 obtained after the RH-jump experiments. 
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The larger volume sensitivity of the response after the T-jump than that after 

the RH-jump is consistent with the differences between temperature and relative hu

midity jumps (refer to Figure 3.6). Since the relaxation in the RH-jump experiment 

is less sensitive to its current structure than T-jump conditions, its relaxation ap

proaches equilibrium more slowly than after the T-jump. A plot of the structural 

recovery retardation time r (Equation 4.1) versus the departure from equilibrium 

S for asymmetry of approach conditions in the RH-jump and T-jump conditions is 

shown in Figure 4.17. The value of r after the T-jump is considerably smaller than 

after the RH-jump when S has a large positive value, i.e., there is an excess of volume. 

Similarly, when S has a negative value, viz., a deficit in volume, the value of r is lower 

for the RH-jump experiment. 

For the experiments with the final condition T = 60''C and RH = 50%, the volume 

sensitivity (SS) for RH-jump obtained from modelling 597 ± 41 is approximately the 

same as the average value of the dependence of retardation times on structure 605 ±80 

obtained from creep measurement. For the T-jump, the volume sensitivity value 

1273 ± 42 is also similar to the value of the dependence of retardation time on the 

structure 1410 ± 20. 

For the experiments with the final condition T = 65''C and RH = 40%, the value 

of the volume sensitivity for RH-jump 635 ± 41 is much larger than the value of the 

dependence of retardation times on structure 220 ± 16. For the T-jump, the value of 

the volume sensitivity 1350 ±100 (this value is evaluated based on the single volume 

recovery curve) is smaller than the value of dependence of the retardation times on 

structure is 1672 ± 267. 
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Figure 4.1: Normalized heat capacity (dTf/dT) versus temperature during the heating 
ramps after different aging times show the evolution with aging time of the enthalpy 
overshoot peak for P = 0.4, x = 0.3, and Tg - 30°C. 
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The possible total relaxation is approximated as ATftot = T^ -Ta- Ta is the aging 
temperature, and T/ is the fictive temperature of unaged glass. 
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Figure 4.3: The master curve of Hutchinson and Ruddy [95], which is defined as the 
upper-limit of the peak-shift slope versus x curve for any p. The master curve is 
represented by Equation 4.6. 
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Figure 4.4: Peak temperature versus the degree of structural recovery in terms of 
ATfCC) for P = 0.6, x = 0.34, and Tg - 30°C. Aging time ranges from 1 x 10^ to 
9 X lO^s. The solid line is simulated experimental data. The dotted line is the slope 
for a; = 0.3 calculated by Equation 4.6. 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of XRSM versus Xir^put with P = 0.3, 0.456 and 0.6 at Tg - 30°C. The 
extent of structural recovery is the average of the structural recovery at all of the x 
values and between 85%-95%. 
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Figure 4.11: The influence of sUght differences in x on the endothermic peak shape 
and position. The curves are for aging at Tg — 30°C, P = 0.456 and ta = l ^ lO^s. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Understanding the structural and viscoelastic behavior of polymers in moist en

vironments has significant importance to predicting the performance and durability 

of these materials. The experimental results (Chapter 3) of an epoxy resin exposed 

to varying humidity conditions reveal that the effects of water on the polymers, even 

though qualitatively similar to the effects of temperature, have quantitative differ

ences. The change of moisture content affects the volumetric stability, biases the 

solubility, and influences the viscoelastic properties of the polymers. 

The volumetric response of the sample subject to RH-down-jumps clearly shows 

the concentration transition behavior (see Figure 3.1). Similar transition behavior also 

has been observed in the mass uptake of water during RH-down-jumps (see Figure 

3.9). These clear transitions in RH-jump conditions have not been reported previ

ously in the literature. The structural recovery responses after RH-jump conditions 

are quite similar to T-jump conditions in terms of intrinsic isotherms, asymmetry of 

approach, and memory effect. These results suggest that the hypothesis that moti

vated this work, viz., that "traversing the concentration glass transition from above 

the glass transition to below results in a change in distance from the transition that 

is similar in nature to a temperature jump," is correct (see Figure 1.8). 

However, when comparing the structural responses between RH-jumps and T-

jumps to the same final state, the kinetics of structural recovery of the former are 

significantly different from those of the latter. The larger volume sensitivity (SS) 

after the T-jumps than after the RH-jumps obtained from modelling the structural 

responses is consistent with the differences observed between temperature and rela

tive humidity jumps, i.e,, that the the structural recovery after T-jumps has faster 

kinetics than after RH-jumps, In the plot of the structural recovery retardation time 

T (Equation 4,1) versus the departure from equiUbrium S (Figure 4.17), the value of r 

after the T-jump is smaller than after the RH-jump when S has a large positive value, 
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i.e., there is an excess of volume. Similarly, when (5 has a negative value, viz., a deficit 

in volume, the value of r is lower for the RH-jump experiments. Direct experimental 

results supporting this behavior are also obtained from creep measurements under 

the same experimental conditions (see Figures 3.37 and 3.37). 

In the conventional free volume theory, the molecular mobility, or the rate of the 

system to approach equilibrium depends on the volume "free" to the molecule in 

the neighborhood. However, according to the current results for glasses of identical 

chemical structure, but formed by different physical paths, the relaxations of the 

sample are governed differently by the same amount of free volume. These results 

suggest that the conventional notion of free volume for the explanation of molecular 

mobilities needs to be revised. 

From the results of mass uptake of water by the concentration glass (glass formed 

by RH jumps), the structural recovery has significant influence on equilibrium mass 

uptake or solubility of water in the epoxy. The equilibration time for the sample of 

thickness 40pm is about 3 minutes (see Figure 2,10). For the sample of thickness 

5pm used in the mass uptake experiments, the saturation time will be significantly 

smaller than the 3 minutes. However, as shown in the Figures 3.10, 3.12, and 3.14, 

the mass change after RH-down-jumps can last for several hours and the shape of the 

isothermal sorption curves are similar to those of structural recovery. This cannot 

be described by a normal diffusion process. However, this abnormal sorption and 

desorption behavior can be easily explained from the perspective of the influence of 

structural recovery on the solubility of water in epoxy and will be further elaborated 

by comparing the results between memory and asymmetry experiments. 

In the memory experiment, the sample only partially relaxes before the final up-

jump, A maximum appears in the mass uptake of water after the up-jump. This 

is similar to the behavior of the volume response to a memory experiment history 

(see Figures 3.14 and 3.16). While, in the up-jump of the asymmetry of approach 

experiment, the sample is fully relaxed before the up-jump. After the up-jump there 

is no maximum appearing in the mass uptake (see Figure 3,12). The difference in the 
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extent of structural recovery between memory and asymmetry of approach controls 

the solubility of water in the samples. Therefore, occasionally observed sorption peaks 

reported in the Uterature [45] are probably not due to leaching of small molecules. 

This influence of structure on solubility may be able to be modelled through Flory-

Huggins theory [33] and is worth further investigation in the future. 

Even though the dynamics of diffusion of water molecules in the epoxy is not a 

focus of this study, the effect of structure and the difference between T-jump and 

RH-jump on the diffusion behavior can still be discussed. The driving force for the 

diffusion is proportional to the negative of the chemical potential gradient at any 

point (-dp/dx) and the diffusion coefficient. The Gibbs chemical potential is given 

by the expression: 

p = Pio + RT\n(a) (5.1) 

where Gi is Gibbs free energy at standard state and a is the chemical activity of the 

component. The flux of diffusion can be expressed as [119]: 

F = -(mRT/N)(d\na/d\nc)(dc/dx) (5.2) 

where m is the intrinsic mobility, which depends on temperature, concentration, inter

actions between small molecule and polymers, and polymer structure and morphology; 

A'̂  is Avogadro's number; and c is the concentration of the component. The product 

of the first and second term in the equation is the diffusion coefficient. From the 

definition of the diffusion coefficient, the extent of structural recovery will infiuence 

the diffusion coefficients, and this has been shown by other authors [45]. 

Diffusion of small molecules in the polymeric systems being infiuenced by the 

polymeric structure is not a new notion in the field of polymeric research. The same 

idea has been used in fiorescence depolarization or photobleaching techniques to study 

the impact of physical aging on molecular motions by measuring translational and 

rotational motion of probes [120, 121, 122]. QuaUtatively, this influence of structural 
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relaxation on the diffusivity of the smaU molecules can be described by the Deborah 

number which is defined as the ratio of the relaxation time to the diffusion time 

[119]. When the number is much less than unity, or the relaxation is very fast, 

the sorption and desorption foUows Fick's law. However, as the Deborah number 

increases, the sorption deviates more and more from Fick's law. When the Deborah 

number is unity, the sorption become so called "Case II sorption" [123, 124], and 

when the Deborah number is bigger than unity the sorption becomes "super case II" 

[124]. Although there is no comparison of the effect between T-jump and RH-jump 

on the diffusion of water, such comparison has been performed between T-jump and 

pressure jump of CO2 by Pekarski et al. [53]. In that experiment, the diffusion rate of 

polycarbonate after a CO2 pressure jump was smaller than that after a temperature 

jump, even though the pressure jump led to a larger fraction of free volume than the 

temperature jump. If diffusion is an indication of molecular structure, the finding 

obtained from our experiment, that plasticizer jumps result in a different structure 

and different relaxation kinetics from temperature jumps, can also be applied to 

explain their experimental results. 

Thus, a theory of moisture diffusion into glassy polymeric system will never be 

correct without sufficiently considering the relaxation of polymer structure. However, 

the relaxation process is multiple scaled and heterogenous. This poses a formidable 

task to the modelling. In addition, the moisture sorption, in turn, has strong effects 

on the relaxation. Two processes, diffusion and relaxation, are coupled, which makes 

the task even more difficult. Nonetheless, in this study, a direct measurement of mass 

uptake is sufficient for the purpose of studying the relation between the structure and 

mass uptake of water. The modelling of the actual sorption process is beyond the 

scope of this thesis. 

The results of the creep responses of the epoxy resin measured at different RH at 

60°C show that the viscoelastic responses can be described by time-RH (water con

centration) superposition, which is similar to time-temperature superposition. This 

result is as expected and consistent with a previous study by Knauss and Kenner [38]. 
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The horizontal shift factors which are related to the structure of the epoxy system 

show time dependence, and this is not unexpected because in the measurements of 

structural recovery and mass uptake, the results have shown that RH-jumps lead to 

a moisture glass transition and subsequent structural recovery. 

The physical aging experiments exhibit qualitative similarities between the effects 

of T-jump and RH-jump conditions on the evolution of the viscoelastic properties of 

the glassy polymer. The results indicate that relative humidity has a similar effect 

as temperature and may be important to moisture-sensitive polymers, such as epoxy-

based materials in varying humidity conditions. After RH down-jumps, the impact 

of moisture is not eliminated immediately but frozen-in and continuously affects the 

properties of the system for a long time until equilibrium is attained. 

For the systems formed by RH jumps, the evolution of the aging time shift fac

tors have almost identical dependence on the structure (their slopes,—dloga(te)/dS, 

have similar values) despite the different RH-histories and final RH. In Figure 3.33, 

the aging time shift factors measured from isopiestics, asymmetry of approach, and 

memory experiments are plotted vs. S in the same figure. They almost fall onto the 

same line. This result indicates that the effect of structure on the physical aging can 

be separated from that of relative humidity. This is again similar to the separation 

of effects between structure and temperature for temperature jump conditions. 

The similarities between time-temperature superposition and time-relative humid

ity superposition, and between physical aging and structural recovery after T-jumps 

and RH-jumps make the models originally developed for the T-jump experiments 

easily adapted to address isothermal RH-jump experiments by simply replacing cor

responding parameters. For example, the KWW equation has been applied to fit 

creep curves from both T-jump and RH-jump experiments, and also an extended 

TNM-KAHR model is used to fit the structural recovery curves in RH-jump condi

tions. However, in practical applications, changes of humidity normally accompany 

temperature changes. Hence, it is important to be able to model the combined tem

perature and RH histories. Yet, the results have shown that there are quantitative 
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and anomalous differences between the volumetric and viscoelastic responses in T-

jump and RH-jump experiments to the same final conditions that require that the 

effects of moisture and temperature to be treated differently. 

The difference between RH-jump and T-jump poses a challenge to modelling the 

results with the free volume theory. Free volume theory was originally developed 

for describing the dependence of viscosity on temperature for liquids. The theory 

assumes that the mobility of a molecule solely determined by the unoccupied vol

ume surrounding it. Therefore, the rates of both bulk and shear deformation can 

be expressed in terms of free volume rather than temperature as the independent 

variable. DooUttle et al.[125] presented an empirical equation, which was found to 

predict accurately the viscosity of ordinary liquids of low molecular weight: 

lnr]o = lnA + B(V-Vf)/Vf (5.3) 

where V is the total volume, V/ is the free volume, and A and B are empirical 

constants. If a reference state (V/o) is selected. Equation 5.3 can be expressed in 

terms of shift factors (ax) 

'°«°- = ̂ ( 7 4 ' ''•" 
where / = Vf/V is the free volume fraction. Assuming / increases linearly with 

temperature, 

f = f^ + af(T-To) (5.5) 

and substituting the above equation into Equation 5.4, the WLF (WilUams-Landel-

Ferry [19]) equation is obtained: 

-C',{T - To) .5 ĝ  
^ °g"^= CO + T - T o ^ ^ ^ 

where C? = 5/2.303/o and C°2 = / o / " / - The WLF equation is appUable for describing 

the temperature dependence of the viscosity for Tg + lO^C <T <Tg + lOO^C. 
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As mentioned before, in real practice, relative humidity changes normally accom

pany temperature changes. If we assume the free volume introduced by T-jump and 

RH-jump are additive, then f(T,RH,ST,SRH) = f{T,ST) + f(RH,SRH). Based on 

the Equation 5.4, the shift factor for the structure at constant relative humidity, then, 

has the same exponential dependence as that for constant temperature. Clearly, this 

is not what is observed in the present situation where the dependence of the shift fac

tor or creep retardation time on the departure from equilibrium differs signiflcantly 

for the T-jump and for the RH-jump conditions. Hence, even though the retardation 

time for the RH-jump experiments can be written as TQ = TrefapnasRH, and for the 

T-jump experiments it can be written as TQ = Trefarasr, the dependence of aspn on 

S is different from that for asr (see Figures 3.37 and 3.39). This difference makes 

it impossible to have a single shift factor (as) to account for the combined effects of 

SRH and ST on TQ. Therefore, a simple expression TQ = Trefarapnas cannot be used 

to describe the combined effects correctly. However, the experiments measure only a 

combined S, and it is not obvious how to separate S into the two separate components, 

ST and SRH, viz. T-jump and RH-jump paths through the glass transition. 

In recent years, the concept of an energy landscape is getting increased attention 

as a means to explain the temperature dependencies of liquid viscosity [126, 127], 

shear thinning phenomena of complex fluids [76], crystallization and glass transition 

[128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133], molecular structures in liquids [134, 135, 136, 137], and 

mechanical, electronic, and optical relaxations [138, 128]. The original concept of the 

energy landscape was created by Goldstein [139] in an effort to provide a consistent 

and qualitative explanation for the viscosity of simple and complex liquids. In his 

original paper, he predicted that a theory of glasses will be a by product of a theory 

of Uquid viscosity [139]. The energy landscape is believed to be the theory that 

provides a common base for all the phenomena of the glass-forming liquids. To 

date, the phenomenon of shear thinning such as shear thinning of polymeric liquids, 

crystallization, and glass transition are treated independently. 

The potential energy in the energy landscape is refer to the intermolecular po-
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tential energy(u). For polymers, this might be the potential energy between effective 

segments. The energy landscape is thus the distribution of potential energy of a N 

particle system over a hyperspace of 3A^ + 1 dimensions [139]. The origins of the 

potential energy are the interactions between molecules, electrostatic multipoles and 

polarization effects, covalency and hydrogen bonding, short range electron-cloud over

lap repulsions and longer range dispersion attractions, and intramolecular force flelds 

[128] .The potential energy itself is not a function of temperature, only of coordinates 

[139]; however, the probability distribution of a state point of the system on the en

ergy landscape is temperature dependent, which impacts the thermodynamics of the 

system. Different configurations of the particles can form maxima and minima of po

tential energies on the energy landscape. A schematic illustration of energy landscape 

is illustrated in Figure 5.1, with the x- axis as collective coordinates and the y-axis 

as the potential energy. 

The height between a maximum and minimum of a basin on the energy scape 

is an energy barrier. A stable configuration of the system always corresponds to 

a basin on the energy landscape. However, when the kinetic energy of the system 

surmounts the energy barrier of the basin, the system can transit to other basins on 

the energy landscape; and this corresponds to the change of structure of the system. 

These transitions between basins mark the kinetics of the system, and which basin 

the system visits govern the thermodynamics of the system. 

Even though the energy landscape theory conceptually unified the diversified phe

nomena relevant to liquids, its application is still limited to qualitative description. 

Computer simulations, with less than 2000 particles and assuming Lennard-Jones in

teractions between particles, can qualitatively relate the features of the energy land

scape to viscosity, dynamic transition, glass transition and fragility of glass forming 

liquids. Two energy landscape approaches have been widely used in simulations: (1) 

instantaneous normal modes approach [140], which is based on the investigation of 

the energy surface very close to the instantaneous point in the configurational space 

during the molecular dynamics evolution of the system, and (2) the inherent structure 
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approach [128, 129, 130], which is based on the analysis of the basins of energy land

scape visited frequently by the system during its dynamic evolution. Depth, density 

and shape of the basins are the key ingredients of the inherent structure. In the fol

lowing, the second approach (the inherent structure approach) is adopted to explain 

the glass transition, structural recovery, and physical aging of concentration glasses. 

The study of the energy landscape of glasses formed by temperature jumps (con

stant RH) has been performed by Sastry et al. [131]. Prom their results, a broad 

range of minimum energies are visited at high temperatures. As temperature de

creases, the visiting of the system is progressively biased towards lower energies, and 

becomes more narrowly distributed around an average value lower than that at higher 

temperatures. 

The concentration glasses formed by RH-jump conditions show all similarities 

to the glasses formed by T-jumps, but the kinetics are quantitatively different and 

anomalously so. To date there are no computer simulations on this type of glasses. 

However, some features of the energy landscape can be postulated for this system, 

which corresponding to the behavior of the concentration glass observed in this ex

periment. This tentative description in terms of energy landscape can be used as a 

benchmark when comparing with the results from future computer simulations. 

Adding small molecules into polymeric systems will alter the intermolecular po

tential of the system. The potential can be attributed to two type of forces between 

molecules, repulsive forces and attractive forces, the origin for the repulsive forces 

is the overlap of electronic clouds as molecules approach each other, and the origins 

for the attractive forces are generally believed to be from dipole interaction between 

molecules, chemical forces (covalence) and quasichemical forces (hydrogen bond). The 

change of the potential energy (increase or decrease) depends on the nature of molecu

lar interactions of polymer-polymer and polymer-small molecule. When the chemical 

or quasichemical bonds exist, they show stronger forces than those from dipole. 

Sorption of water by the polymeric system leads to structure breaking process 

(breaking of original hydrogen bonds between polymer molecules), and that will lead 
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to increase of entropy. As a consequence, the energy landscape visited by the system 

should include a larger number of basins. This is similar to increasing tempera

ture [138]. In addition, the breaking of original bonds may faciUtate the motion of 

molecules or lower the energy barriers between basins. However, the average poten

tial energy of the visited basins should be approximately the same as at the dry state 

because the whole process is isothermal and the total number of hydrogen bonds are 

not changed (neglecting water-water hydrogen bonds). 

Even though there is a similarity of the effects between increasing RH and tem

perature, that the systems can visit more basins, the primary causes of this similarity 

are different. For RH-up-jumps, the system can visit more basins simply because 

the energy barriers between these basins are lower than before; and for T-up-jumps, 

the system has more kinetic energy than before which make it easy to surmount the 

barriers and towards higher potential energy configurations. Therefore, the region of 

the energy landscape visited by the system formed by RH-jump conditions is differ

ent from that formed by T-jump conditions in terms of average potential of basins 

visited. The region of the energy landscape with basins of higher energy potentials 

has higher probabiUty to be visited by the system at elevated temperature, and this 

region is not accessible to the system from an isothermal RH increase. 

In addition, at the same final temperature and relative humidity state, the energy 

barriers in the region visited by the system formed by RH-down-jumps are higher than 

those formed by T-down-jumps to account for the slower kinetics associated with the 

system after RH-down-jumps. The reason is probably due to sorption and desorption 

of moisture leading to a larger number of cooperatively rearranging molecular entities 

which determine the the retardation kinetics in the glassy state. 

According to this description of the energy landscape of the glassy systems, if a 

dry system initially at equilibrium and in the glassy state is subjected to a T-up-jump, 

the system will visit a region with a higher average potential than the system subject 

to a RH-up-jump. The RH-up-jump will lead the system to region of lower average 

potential and lower energy barrier at high RH. After the RH-up-jump, if an RH-down-
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jump is performed, the energy barriers of the basins are restored to the higher level 

at the dry state, the system created in the RH-down-jump is then trapped in a region 

with higher energy barriers than a system formed by a T-down-jump. Therefore, the 

system after RH-down-jumps has slower kinetics than the system after T-down-jumps. 

This picture of the energy landscape can also be extended to the conditions of 

combined changes in temperature and humidity. However, two more assumptions 

are needed: (1) the average potential energy visited by the system formed by RH-

jump conditions increases as the temperature increases and vice versa, (2) the energy 

barriers of the basins visited by the system formed by T-jumps increase as relative 

humidity decreases. With these assumptions together with the assumptions made 

above, effects of complex histories (varying temperature and relative humidity) on 

the kinetics of the glass forming system can be discussed. For example, if a system 

during a T-down-jump is subjected to an RH variation, e.g., first RH increases and 

then decreases, this system would exhibit a slower kinetics than the system subjected 

only to an RH decrease during a T down-jump to the same final state. The reason is 

simply because the RH-up-jump and RH-down-jump lead the system to be trapped 

in a region of high energy barriers. On the other hand. If only the RH-down-jump is 

applied, such an area is not accessible to the system. 

It needs to be remarked here, this energy landscape picture is only tentative, and 

its validity has to be tested in future computer simulation. The signatures of the 

energy landscape can also be obtained from the measurement of chain dynamics by 

methods of high precision such as fluorescence microscopy. 

As introduced before, fluorescence techniques have been used to study the chain 

dynamics of polymeric materials in the glassy state. In the future. Fluorescence 

Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) and Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy 

(PCS) can be used to describe the difference between the concentration glass and 

conventional glass at molecular level. FRAP has been used to measure the transla

tional motion of the probe molecules, which depends on the surrounding segmental 

motions of polymer molecules [120]. The decay function of the fluorescence recovery 
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presents a signature of the segmental motions of the polymer chains. Fluorescence 

Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) [141, 142] is an effective method at extremely dilute 

probe concentrations (nanomolar range). By preparing a sample with a concentration 

average of one probe in the focal volume, the diffusion of single molecule can be mea

sured using PCS. By analyzing the autocorrelation curve obtained from FCS, fairly 

accurate diffusivity data of the probe can be obtained [141, 142]. These diffusion 

data obtained from FCS pertaining to the local condition of the glasses, will then be 

compared with the overall averaged diffusion motion from FRAP measurements, to 

obtain a relation between the local motion and over all average motion of probes. In 

addition, FRAP is a well-known complementary method to FCS [143]. 

The sample will be prepared in a similar way as in the previous experiment; besides 

fluorescence probes of desired concentration will be added to the sample. Then the 

samples will be subject to T-jumps and RH-jumps to the same final conditions. The 

final state can be selected as ambient RH and temperature in order to avoid the 

difficulty in fiuorescence setup. 

An efficient FRAP experiment can be constructed in the following way [120]. A 

laser beam is split into two paths using a beamsplitter, and the two beams are then 

merged in the sample. Due to the phase difference of two beams at the focal area, 

an interference pattern is created. In regions of two beams in phase, fluorophores are 

photobleached, and this creates a spatially varying concentration of bleached fluo

rophores in the sample. The grating width d is determined by wave length and cross 

angle of the two beams. After bleaching a grating in the sample, two highly attenu

ated beams traversing identical paths as the bleaching beams merge at the same focal 

area in the sample to create a reading grating. The phase of one reading beam is var

ied relative to the other so that the reading grating is swept across the photobleached 

grating. When the reading grating is in phase with the bleached grating, the fluo

rescence intensity is at minimum; when the reading rating is in phase of unbleached 

grating, an intensity maximum is observed. The spatial modulation of fluorescence 

intensity eventually decay due to the translational motion of the unbleached fluo-
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rophores. A dacay function can be obtained by the spatial Fourier transform of the 

measured intensity of fluorescence, and is known to be fitted with the KWW equation 

[120], 

C(t) = exp - (—f (5.7) 

where C is the decay function, and TD is the diffusion time. 

In Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) [141, 142], the fluorescence from 

probes diffusing through the focus of a laser beam is recorded as a function of time, and 

the correlation function of the fluorescence fluctuations is calculated. The correlation 

function has a width corresponding to the diffusion time of the molecules through the 

laser focus; changes in diffusion time as small as the sampling rate can be detected 

(fluorescence sampling rates in FCS experiments are typically 0.1 ms). The correlation 

function is known to have the form [142]: 

""̂"̂  ^ K/)(c)l + - ( l + (-W)''-̂  '̂"'̂  
where TD is the diffusion time, r is the lag time, K/ / is the effective focal volume, C 

is the concentration of fluorophores, ro and Zo are the lateral and axial Umit for the 

emitted light. The signal to noise of this technique is highest when a single molecule is 

in the beam at any one time. Also, in the experiment, bleaching and triplet dynamics 

wiU be taken into effect as necessary [144], 

Based on the experimental results of the fluorescence measurements, the differ

ence in chain dynamics between conventional glass and concentration glass can be 

illustrated microscopically. Furthermore, from the results of single molecule measure

ments, the information on heterogeneity of the glasses can also be obtained. These 

will help us to achieve a deep understanding of different glassy systems. 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic illustration of energy landscape for glass state and crystal 
state of a liquid. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis work, the impact of change of moisture content on structural re

covery, mass uptake of water and physical aging responses of an epoxy glass are 

thoroughly studied. This work started with design and building of a environmental 

chamber which can perform isothermal RH jump experiments as well as isopiestic 

temperature jump experiments. With this experimental system, first, a series of 

isothermal RH-jumps experiments similar to Kovacs' temperature jump experiments 

are carried out. The results, in terms of intrinsic isopiestics, asymmetry of approach, 

and memory experiments, in nature are quite similar to intrinsic isotherms, asym

metry of approach, and memory experiments of temperature jumps. However, when 

comparing the kinetics of structural recovery responses after RH-jump to that after 

T-jump at the same final conditions, the former show a slower relaxation than the 

latter. Following the history of the RH-jump experiments, mass uptake of water 

are measured during structural recovery. The experimental results show that accom

panying the structural responses, water uptake also shows the behavior of intrinsic 

isopiestics, asyrmnetry of approach, and memory effect. This result reveals the strong 

effect of structure on the water sorption and desorption. Physical aging experiments, 

following Struik's protocol, are performed at different relative humidities. The results 

show that time-RH superposition and time-aging time superposition are applicable 

to describe the sorption and desorption of water on the long-term viscoelastic prop

erties of polymers. A comparison of physical aging between RH-jump and T-jump 

at the same final condition also reveal the same fundamental difference as observed 

in volumetric measurements. The experimental results are fitted with the extended 

TNM-KAHR model. Also, a two-region energy landscape model with the assump

tion of the dependence of barrier heights on moisture content is used to qualitatively 

describe the observed phenomena. 
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APPENDIX A 

TNM-KAHR MODEL CURVE FITTING PROGRAM IN C++ 

This program is developed for the purpose of simultaneously fitting 

multiple data sets to obtain the overall best fitting parameters for the 

TNM-KAHR model. The programming is performed in object oriented 

manner in an C++. Two classes are built, "class queue" for saving and 

retrieving data and "class TNM" for model calculation and curve fitting. 
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Queue class ADT 

template <class QE> class Queue; 
template <class QE> 
class QueueNode 

{ 
private: 
QueueNode (const QE &elem, QueueNode *nextPtr ); 
QE element; 
QueueNode* next; 
friend class Queue<QE>; 

}; 
template <class QE> 
class Queue 
{ 
public: 

//constructor 
QueueQ; 
//destructor 
~Queue(); 

void enqueue( const QE &newElement); 
QE dequeue (); 
void clear(); 

void relocateO; 
int getqueue(QE & data); 
int chQueue(QE & data); 
int empty () const; 
int full 0 const; 

private: 
QueueNode<QE> *front, 

*rear, 
* location; 

}; 

TNM class ADT 

# include "queue.cpp" 
class TNM 

{ 
public: 

TNMQ; 
~TNM(); 

void getParameter (int,char*); 
// getting the TNM parameters 
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void getHistory(int, char*); 
void removeHistory(int); 
float relaxtime(float,float,float,float,float,float,float); 
void calTf(int); 
void calCpn(int); 
void saving(int); 
void fitting(float&,float&,float&); 

private: 

float X [ 10] ,beta[ 10] ,lnA[ 10] ,theta[ 10] ,TrefI 10] ,Dalfa[ 10] ,Resolution[ 10]; 
Queue<float> delta[10], datT[10], datCpn[10], phi[10], step[10], Tini[10], 
Taging[10], Tfinal[10], Tratel[10], Trate2[10], Agingtime[10], 
Agingtime2[10], stepSize[10]; 

}; 

Queue implementation 

/ / . „ . . 

#include <assert.h> 
#include "queue.h" 

// 

template < class QE > 
QueueNode<QE>:: QueueNode( const QE &elem, QueueNode<QE> *nextPtr ) 

// Creates a queue node containing element elem and next pointer 
// nextPtr. 

: element(elem), 
next(nextPtr) 

{} 

II-

template < class QE > 
Queue<QE>:: Queue () 

// Creates an empty queue. Parameter is provided for compatibility 
// with the array implementation and is ignored. 

: front(O), 
rear(O) 

{} 
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// 

template < class QE > 
Queue<QE>:: -Queue () 

// Frees the memory used by a queue. 

{ 
clear(); 

} 

II-

template < class QE > 
void Queue<QE>:: enqueue ( const QE &newElement) 

// Inserts newElement at the rear of a queue. 

{ 
QueueNode<QE> *p; // Pointer to enqueued element 

p = new QueueNode<QE>(newElement,0); 
assert ( p != 0 ); 

if (front = = 0 ) 
front = p; 

else 
rear->next = p; 

rear = p; 
} 

// 

//move the location to the front of the dataqueue 
//this function make be done before getqueue 
template <class QE> 
void Queue<QE>:: relocateO 

{ 
location=front; 

} 

// - - — 
//get the current element and move the point to the next position 

template <class QE> 
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int Queue<QE>::getqueue(QE &data) 
{ 

data=location->element; 
if (location==rear) 

return 0; 
else 

location=location->next; 
return 1; 

} 

II-

template <class QE> 
int Queue<QE>::chQueue(QE &data) 

{ 

location->element=location->element+data; 
if (location==rear) 

return 0; 
else 

location=location->next; 
return 1; 

} 

template < class QE > 
QE Queue<QE>:: dequeue () 

// Removes the least recently (front) element from a queue and 
// returns it. 

QueueNode<QE> *p; // Pointer to dequeued node 
QE temp; // Temporarily stores dequeued element 

assert ( front != 0 ); // Requires that the queue is not empty 

temp = front->element; 
p = front; 
front = front->next; 
if (front = = 0 ) 

rear = 0; 
delete p; 
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return temp; 
} 

II 

template < class QE > 
void Queue<QE>:: clear () 

// Removes all the elements from a queue. 

{ 
QueueNode<QE> *p, // Points to successive nodes 

*nextP; // Stores pointer to next node 
p = front; 
while (p != 0 ) 
{ 

nextP = p->next; 
delete p; 
p = nextP; 

} 

front = 0; 
rear = 0; 

} 

II-

template < class QE > 
int Queue<QE>:: empty () const 

// Returns 1 if a queue is empty. Otherwise, retums 0. 

{ 
return ( front == 0 ); 

} 

// 

template < class QE > 
int Queue<QE>:: full () const 

// Returns 1 if a queue is full. Otherwise, returns 0. Cannot be 
// done cleanly in generic C++ because there is sometimes overhead 
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// associated with a memory allocation. 

{ 
return 0; 

}// 
TNM class implementation 

#include <iostream> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include "tnm.h" 
using namespace std; 

// 
TNM::TNM() 
{ //x-0; 

//beta=0; 
//theta=0; 
//lnA=0; 
//Tref^O; 

} 

TNM::~TNM() 
{} 
// 

//enter the four parameters of the TNM model 
void TNM::getParameter(int fileNo, char* filename) 

{ 
ifstream dataOpen; 
dataOpen.open(filename); 
cout«filename«endl; 
dataOpen»x [fileNo]; 
cout«"nonlinear parameter x ="«x[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen»beta[fileNo]; 
cout«"Beta="«beta[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen»lnA[fileNo]; 
cout«'Tauref="«lnA[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen»theta[fileNo]; 
cout«"h*/R="«theta[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen»Tref[fileNo]; 
cout«"ReferenceTemp.="«TreftfileNo]«endl; 
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dataOpen»Dalfa[fileNo]; 
cout«"deltaalfa="«Dalfa[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen»Resolution[fileNo]; 
cout«"stepsize for aging (s) ="«Resolution[fileNo]«endl; 
dataOpen. close(); 

} 
// 

//enter the thermal history of the treatment 
void TNM::getHistory(int fileNo,char*filename2) 
{ int i; 

float a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k; 
ifstream dataOpen; 
dataOpen.open(filename2); 
k=l; 
for(i=l;i<=k;i++) 
{ cout«"set"«i«"history"«endl; 

dataOpen»a; 
cout«"Initial Temperature: "«a«end l ; ; 
Tini [fileNo]. enqueue(a); 
dataOpen»b; 
cout« 'The aging temperature: "«b«end l ; ; 
Taging[fileNo] .enqueue(b); 
dataOpen»c; 
cout«"The final temperature: "«c«end l ; ; 
Tfmal[fileNo] .enqueue(c); 
dataOpen»d; 
cout« 'The aging t ime:"«d«endl; 
Agingtime[fileNo].enqueue(d); 
dataOpen»h; 
cout« 'The aging time2: "«h«end l ; ; 
Agingtime2 [fileNo] .enqueue(h); 
dataOpen»e; 
cout«"The cooling rate: " « e « e n d l ; 
e=e/60; 
Tratel [fileNo].enqueue(e); 
dataOpen»f; 
cout« 'The heating rate:"«f«endl; 
f^f/60; 
Trate2[fileNo] .enqueue(f); 
dataOpen»g; 
cout«"The stepSize of temperature change: " « g « e n d l ; 
stepSize[fileNo].enqueue(g); 

} 
dataOpen.close(); 
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// 
void TNM::removeHistory(int flndex) 
{ 

Tini[flndex].clear(); 
Taging[flndex].clear(); 
Tfinal [flndex]. clear(); 
Agingtime[flndex].clear(); 
Agingtime2 [flndex].clear(); 
Tratel [flndex].clear(); 
Trate2[flndex].clear(); 
stepS ize [flndex]. clear(); 

} 

// 
//simulate the temperature scarming process, the change of temperature step is 

adjusted to satisfied 
// 

void TNM::calTf(int flndex) 

{ 
float deltaV,T,tau,value,sum,tt,stepValue,agstep,time; 
float 

iniv,Tagingv,Tfinalv,Tratelv,Trate2v,Agingtimev,Agingtimev2,stepSizev; 
int m,n,r,s,t,u,v,w,y,z; 

Tini [flndex] .relocate(); 
Taging[flndex] .relocate(); 
Tfinal [flndex] .relocateO; 
Tratel [flndex].relocateO; 
Trate2[flndex].relocate(); 
Agingtime[flndex] .relocate(); 
Agingtime2[flndex] .relocateO; 
stepSize[flndex].relocateO; 

n=l; 
time=0; 
do 
{ 

r=Tini[flndex] .getqueue(Tiniv); 
s=Taging[flndex].getqueue(Tagingv); 
t=Tfinal [flndex]. getqueue(Tfinalv); 
u=Tratel[flndex].getqueue(Tratelv); 
v=Trate2 [flndex]. getqueue(Trate2 v); 
w=Agingtime[flndex].getqueue(Agingtimev); 
z=Agingtime2[flndex].getqueue(Agingtimev2); 
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y-stepSize[flndex].getqueue(stepSizev); 
//cooling processes 

T=Tiniv; 
deltaV=0; 

if(n==l) 
{ 

datT[flndex].enqueue(time); 
delta[flndex].enqueue(deltaV); 

//cooling 
while ( T > Tagingv ) 
{ 

phi[flndex].enqueue(0); 
step[flndex] .enqueue(stepSizev); 
tau=relaxtime(x[flndex], Dalfa[flndex], lnA[flndex], 
theta[flndex], T, deltaV, Tref [flndex]); 
value=stepSizev/Trate 1 v/tau; 
time= time+stepSizev/Tratelv; 
//cout«value«endl; 
phi [flndex]. relocate(); 

do 
{ 

m=phi[flndex] ,chQueue(value); 

}while(m!=0); 

phi [flndex] .relocateO ̂  
step [flndex]. relocate(); 
sum=0; 
do 

{ 
m=step[flndex].getqueue(stepValue); 
m=phi [flndex]. getqueue(value); 
// cout«stepValue«" "«value«endl;//debug line 

sum=sum+stepValue*Dalfa[flndex]*(exp(-
pow(value, beta[flndex]))); 

}while(m!=0); 

deltaV=sum; 

//cout«fixed«setw(4)«setprecision(2)«Tf«endl; 
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T=T-stepSizev; 
datT[flndex]. enqueue(time); 
delta[flndex].enqueue(dehaV); 

//aging 

tt=0; 
agstep=Resolution[flndex]; 

while (tt<Agingtimev) 
{ 

beta[flndex]))); 

} 

tau=relaxtime(x[flndex], Dalfa[flndex], lnA[flndex], 
theta[flndex], T, deltaV, Tref[flndex]); 
value=agstep/tau; 
phi[flndex] .relocateO; 
do 
{ 

m=phi [flndex] .chQueue( value); 

}while(m!=0); 

phi [flndex] .relocateO; 
step[flndex].relocateO; 
sum=0; 
do 

{ 
m=step [flndex]. getqueue(stepValue); 
m=phi[flndex] .getqueue(value); 
sum=sum+stepValue*Dalfa[flndex]*(exp(-pow(value, 

} while(m!=0); 

deltaV=sum; 
//cout«Tf«endl ;//debugging 
tt=tt+agstep; 
fime=time+agstep; 
datT[flndex] .enqueue(time); 
delta[flndex] .enqueue(deltaV); 

//heating 
while ( T < Tfinalv ) 

{ 
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T=T+stepSizev; 
phi[flndex].enqueue(0); 
step[flndex].enqueue(-stepSizev); 
tau=relaxtime(x[flndex], Dalfa[flndex], lnA[flndex], 
theta[flndex], T , deltaV , Treflflndex]); 
value=stepSizev/Trate2v/tau; 
time=time+stepSizev/Trate2v; 
phi[flndex] .relocateO; 
do 

{ 
m=phi [flndex]. chQueue(value); 

}while(m!=0); 

phi[flndex].relocateO; 
step [flndex] .relocateO; 
sum=0; 

do 
{ 

m=step [flndex]. getqueue(stepValue); 
m=phi [flndex]. getqueue(value); 
sum=sum+stepValue*Dalfa[flndex]*(exp(-pow( value, 

beta[flndex]))); 

}while(m!=0); 

deltaV=sum; 
// cout«Tf«endl;//debugging 
datT[flndex] .enqueue(time); 
delta[flndex] .enqueue(deltaV); 

} 

tt=0; 
agstep=Resolufion[flndex]; 

while (tt<Agingtimev2) 

tau=relaxtime(x[flndex], Dalfa[flndex], lnA[flndex], theta[flndex], 
T , deltaV, Treflflndex]); 
value=agstep/tau; 

phi[flndex].relocateO; 
do 

m=phi [flndex] .chQueue(value); 
}while(m!=0); 
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phi [flndex] .relocateO; 
step[flndex] .relocate^; 
sum=0; 

do 
{ 

m=step[flndex].getqueue(stepValue); 
m=phi [flndex] .getqueue(value); 
sum=sum+stepValue*Dalfa[flndex]*(exp(-pow(value, 

beta[flndex]))); 

}while(m!=0); 

deltaV=sum; 
//cout«Tf«endl;//debugging 

tt=tt+agstep; 
time=time+agstep; 
datT[flndex] .enqueue(time); 

delta[flndex].enqueue(deltaV); 

} 
n++; 

} while(r!=0 && s!=0 && t!=0 && u!=0 &«& v!=0 && w!=0 && y!=0 && 
z!=0); 

} 
// 

/* void TNM::calCpnO 
{ 

float Ti,Tii, Tfi, Tfii, cpnV, Tval,Tfval; 
int m; 

datT.relocate(); 
delta.relocateO; 
datT.getqueue(Tval); 
delta. getqueue(Tfval); 
Ti=Tval; 
Tfi=Tfval; 
do 
{ 

m=datT.getqueue(Tval); 
m=datTf getqueue(Tfval); 
Tii=Tval; 
Tfii=TfVal; 
cpnV=(Tfii-Tfi)/(Tii-Ti); 
datCpn.enqueue(cpnV); 
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Ti=Tii; 
Tfi=Tfii; 

}while(m!=0); 
}*/ 

/ / - — 

void TNM::saving(int flndex) 
{ 

float valuel,value2; 
int m,n; 
string filename; 
ofstream outdata; 
cout«"enter file name"«endl, 

cin»filename; 

outdata.open(filename.c_str()); 
datT [flndex]. relocate(); 
delta[flndex] .relocate(); 
// datCpn.relocateO; 
do 
{ 

m=datT[flndex] .getqueue(value 1); 
n=delta[flndex].getqueue(value2); 

//o=datCpn. getqueue(value3); 
// cout«value 1 «value2«value3 ;//debugging 

outdata«valuel«" "«value2«endl; 

}while(m!=0 && n!=0); 

outdata.closeO; 
} 

// 

//fitting X and beta simultaneously 

void TNM::fitting(float& gusBeta, float& gusX, float& err) 

{ 
float a, b, value, valuel, currX, currBeta, value2, value3, currtime, Istsqrl, 
lstsqr2, Istsqrx, chStepb, chStepx, minbeta; 
char buf[ 128]; 
chare; 
//string cpndat; 
int m, n, o, k, j , i, h, fileNo, flndex; 
Queue<float> datTimp[ 10],datDeltaimp[l0]; 
ifstream indata, inputName; 
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inputName.open('Tilename.dat"); 
fileNo=0; 

do{ 
inputName»c; 
if (! inputName) 
break; 
n=0; 

while(c !=',') 
{ 

buf[n]=c; 
n=n+l; 
inputName»c; 

} 

buf[n]='\0'; 
getParameter(fileNo,buf); 

//Reading history 
inputName»c; 

if(! inputName) 
break; 
n=0; 

while(c!=',') 
{ 

bufln]=c; 
n=n+l; 
inputName»c; 

} 

bufln]='\0'; 
GetHistory(fileNo,buf); 
inputName»c; 
if(! inputName) 
break; 

n=0; 

while(c !=',') 

{ 
buf[n]=c; 

n=n+l; 
inputName»c; 

} 
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bufln]='\0'; 
// cout«"enter the name of the data file for fitting"«endl; 
// cin»filename; 
indata. open(buf); 

do 
{ 

indata»a; 
indata»b; 
//indata»cpndat;//reading in string 
if(! indata) 
break; 
c o u t « a « " " « b « e n d l ; 

// indata.ignore('\n'); 
/*if(a>lsttemp) 

{ 
value=atof(cpndat. c_str()); 
datCpnimp. enqueue(value); 
c o u t « a « " "«value«endl; //cout«value«endl; 

} 

lsttemp=a;*/ 

datTimp[fileNo].enqueue(a); 
datDeltaimp [fileNo] .enqueue(b); 

} while(indata); 

indata.closeO; 

datTimp[fileNo] .enqueue(a); 
datDeltaimp[fileNo] .enqueue(b); 
fileNo=fileNo+l; 

}while (inputName); 

currBeta=gusBeta; 
currX=gusX; 
lstsqrx=l00000000;// setting initial least square error 
k=0; 
chStepx=float(0.01); 
do 

{ 
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k=k+l; 

0=0; chStepb=float(0.02); 
lstsqrl=100000000; //setting initial least square error 
do 
{ 

0=0+1; 

for(flndex=0;flndex<10; flndex++) 

datT[flndex].clear(); 
delta[flndex].clear(); 
datCpn[flndex].clearO; 
phi[flndex].clearO; 
step [flndex]. clearO; 

} 
for (flndex=0; flndex<fileNo; flndex++) 

x[flndex]=currX; 
beta[flndex]=currBeta; 
calTf(flndex); 

} 

//calCpnO; 

/ /cout«o«endl ;//debugging 
lstsqr2=0; 
h=0;//counter 
for(flndex=0; flndex<fileNo; flndex++) 
{ 

datT[flndex] .relocate(); 
delta[flndex] .relocate(); 
datTimp [flndex] .relocateO; 
datDeltaimp [flndex] .relocate(); 
//lsttemp= 100000000; 

m=l; 
n=l; 
i=l; 
i=datTimp[flndex].getqueue(value); 
n=datDeltaimp[flndex].getqueue(value2); 
do 

{ 
j=datT[flndex].getqueue(value3); //reading temperature 
m=delta[flndex].getqueue(valuel); 
currtime=value; 
if(abs(value3-currtime)<Resolution[flndex]) 
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Istsqr2=lstsqr2+(value2-valuel)*(value2-
valuel); 

h=h+l; 
while((value-currtime)<Resolution[flndex]) 

{ 
i=datTimp [flndex]. getqueue(value); 

n=datDeltaimp[flndex].getqueue(value2); 
if(i==0||n==0) 
break; 

} 

} 

} while(m!=0 && n!=0 && j!=0 && i!=0); 

if(lstsqrl>lstsqr2) 

{ 
Istsqrl =lstsqr2; 

minbeta=currBeta; 

} 

/* if (o>2 && lstsqr2>lstsqrl) 

{ 
gusBeta=beta-chStepb; 
break; 

lstsqrl=lstsqr2; //enter the last square error*/ 
currBeta=currBeta+chStepb; 

} while(currBeta<=0.9); 

if(lstsqrl<lstsqrx) 
{ lstsqrx=lstsqrl; 

err=lstsqrl; 
gusX=currX; 
gusBeta=minbeta; 

} 
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if(lstsqrx<le-15) 
return; 

c o u t « k « " , " « h « e n d l ;//debug 
cout«"least square error: " «lstsqrx«endl;//debug 
cout«"current betA: "«gusBeta«endl; 
cout«"current x: "«gusX«endl ; 

//lstsqrx=lstsqrl; 

currX=currX+chStepx; 
}while(currX<=0.9); 

} 
// 
//relxation time 

float TNM::relaxtime(float xb, float Dalfab, float InAb, float thetab, float T, float 
deltaV, float Trefb) 

{ 
float value; 
value=lnAb*exp(-thetab*(T-Trefb))*exp(-(l-

xb)*thetab*(deltaV/Dalfab)); 
return value; 

} 
Main program 
#include <iostream> 
#include <string> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <iomanip> 
#include <cmath> 
#include "tnm.h" 
using namespace std; 
void main() 
{ float beta,x,err; 

int k,n; 
TNM test 1; 
string datfName; 
ifstream inputName; 
ofstream outputResul; 
cout«"enter the number of experiment sets"; 
c in»k; cout«endl; 

outputResul.open("result.dat"); 
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//testl.calTfO; 
//testl .savingO; 

beta=float(0.1); 
x=float(0.1); 

testl .fitting(beta,x,err); 

outputResul«"Error"«" "«err«endl ; 
outputResul«"beta"«" "«beta«endl; 
outputResul«"x"«" " « x « e n d l ; 
outputResul«endl; 

for(n=0;n<10;n++) 
testl .removeHistory(n); 

outputResul.closeO; 

} 
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